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Riley Thomas Whitlock
Retires From Department
Of Veteran Affairs
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BLACK HISTORY
“Celebrating Our History Is An
Everyday Thing”

Watson Haynes, Brent Gibbard, Service Center Manager, Department of Veterans Affairs/St. Petersburg, Riley Thomas Whitlock, Terry Burube
Asst. Director Department of Veteran Affairs/St, Petersburg, and Charlezette Whitlock

By: JOYCE NANETTE JOHNSON
Challenger Correspondent
After 30 years of service, Riley
“Tom” Whitlock retired from the
Department of Veterans Affairs. He
began his career in 1975 as a file clerk
and retired as Assistant Veterans Service
Center manager, a position he held since
1998. During his tenure with the Dept. of
Veterans Affairs, Mr. Whitlock witnessed
many changes within the structure of the
department as well as the implementation

of more minorities and women hired as
federal workers. “I made a difference in
how they [whites] perceived minorities
and the number of minorities and
women being employed,” he said.
Mr. Whitlock held numerous
positions within the Department of
Veterans Affair located on the grounds
of the Bay Pines VA Medical Center.
“My most unique position was as field
examiner. We were responsible for the
protection, welfare, and financial affairs
of veterans across the state of Florida

who are incompetent to handle their
own affairs. We also reviewed guardian
and custodian appointments and tracked
fund usage. Most people are not aware
that we do that for our veterans,”
Whitlock said.
The treatment of American service
men and women is of paramount
importance to Mr. Whitlock. “I think
American veterans are a very special
segment of the population. These men
and women prepared themselves to
make the ultimate sacrifice so that we

can remain a free country. American
citizens cherish veterans,” he said. In his
last position Mr. Whitlock said he was
responsible for managing people who
were there to assist veterans in receiving
all benefits they were entitled to. “Once
information is received we process
claims, notify the vet of the decisions,
and treat them with dignity. We try to

WHITLOCK
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Crist Says “It's A New day”

At FEA Building Dedication

continued on pg. A5

A Tribute To William Edward Dandy
Educator.....Humanitarian....And A Voice Stilled

William E. and Carolyn Dandy
By: ROSALIE PECK

To most people throughout the
United States who knew him, William
Dandy was best known for his prowess
as an educator and humanitarian; a man
who commanded such respect as a

school principal and administrator that
even an interim school superintendent,
county commissioner and university
president called him mister. But to the
people of his home town St. Petersburg,
“Willie” Dandy as he was affectionately
called, was known for his incredible
baritone voice.
He became known as a singer
extraordinaire as a young child at Jordan
Elementary School, with his teacher,
Mrs. Willie Mae McMurray at the
keyboard. From there he went on to
Gibbs High School where his popularity
soared as program soloist and featured
soloist with the Gibbs High Revelers
band led by Mr. Alvin Downing. At the
famous Manhattan Casino, he held
audiences spellbound as he sang with
the George Cooper, Fess Clarke, and
Manzy Harris bands while still a high
school student. Following graduation
from Gibbs High School in 1945, Dandy
matriculated to Florida A&M College
(now Florida A&M University) where
he sang with the FAMC Collegiates,

and graduated in 1949.He went on to
receive a; master’s degree from the
University of Southern California (USC)
and later served as principal of Dillard
High School in Ft. Lauderdale for two
years before being promoted to area
superintendent and ultimately deputy
superintendent, second in command
of Broward County Schools, Upon
retirement in 1993, the first black deputy
superintendent of Broward County
Schools was awarded the exceptional
distinction of having the junior high
school which he led into integration,
renamed the William Dandy Middle
School in his honor. Dandy will be well
remembered for helping Broward County
integrate its schools, and for his unfailing
way of dealing honestly and frankly
with students, peers and associates.
Mr. Dandy was a fun-loving
individual who enjoyed immense
popularity all his life. He was one of
twelve children of Reverend and Mrs.
Henry Dandy, all gifted singers. Many
locals remember his older brother, the

late Cecil Dandy, who was a featured
soloist with the internationally famous
Wings Over Jordan gospel group that
was a radio broadcast event every
Sunday morning for many years prior to
World War II. Radios in every .black
household were religiously turned on
and tuned in with as much reverence as
for a Joe Louis boxing match, with a
proud
community
loving
the
extraordinary voices of the choir, and
anxiously awaiting the moment for
Cecil’s turn as soloist.
On February 5,1995, William Dandy
graciously appeared in concert (gratis)
at Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church,
and sang to an enraptured capacity
crowd comprised of former classmates,
family, friends, and long- time home
town admirers. The concert title wa's
“Native Son Comes Home.” It was his
first time in formal concert in his own
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Misfiring On
'Why I Hat© Blacks'

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 896-2922
Fax (727) 823-2568
email: tchallen@tampabay.rr.com
www.theweeklychallenger.com
Readership: 80,000 monthly
THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords
to every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his
human and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no
man... the Black Press strives to help every man in the
firm belief that all men are hurt as long as anyone is
held back.

Kenneth Eng

By: Earl Ofari
Hutchinson

has

of one man, but it lets blacks off the hook

TUSCALOOSA,

As I grew older, I spent more time

been crucified for writing

for their failure to boost their businesses.

Ala. - In the past, when

on the basketball court, talking to Mr.

in Asian Week that blacks

The failure or refusal of many blacks,

people uttered Thomas

Robert L. Glynn, the manager of the

are weak-willed, Asian

especially

businesspersons,

Wolfe’s famous line,

projects; and visiting my friends. Back

hating,

were

professionals, athletes and entertainers that

“You can’t go home

then, everyone knew every family in the

complacent in subjection

have the wealth, income and financial

again,”

I

projects and adults made sure we didn’t

and
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black

always

to slavery. But was he

assets to do more to bolster business and

disagreed, arguing that

totally wrong? Did he

economic development in poor, urban

you can - just don’t

have the right to say his

black neighborhoods has long been a

Did

source of anger and disgust. Eng is not to

Asian Week have the

blame for that. And the participants made

words?

hurtful

right to publish them? And was the passion

w

Demolishing Buildings But Not Memories

that clear.

By: George
E. Curry

get too far out of line.

Late

year,

last

leveled

they

stay too long. Now, I

McKenzie Courts, again in the name of

am not sure about even

progress.

short visits. On this trip

home, I did something I’d never done

progress

as

low-income units

to

define

They

new

building

replace the projects. It was done under a

and anger that Eng whipped up warranted

Blacks also have watched and listened

since leaving in the mid-1960s. I didn’t

federal housing program called Hope 6.

when measured against the big-ticket

with mounting fury as a legion of foul

drive past the old Druid High School,

That’s a good name, for we can only

problems that hammer blacks daily?

mouthed

my alma mater, or McKenzie Court, my

hope that most of the displaced people

public housing project.

get one of the new units.

rappers,

comedians,

and

A few days after Eng’s inflammatory

entertainers continue to use and defend the

column sent Asian Week publishers back-

N word, as well as propagate and glory in

I have a good reason for not visiting

The final straw was the decision to

peddling fast to utter mea culpas, drew

the most vile and repulsive stereotypes

my old stomping grounds - they no

demolish Druid High School. Unlike the

denunciations from politicians and media

about black men and women in films and

longer exist. In the name of progress,

“separate but equal” schools in the

activists, got his sci-fi book pulled from

in TV sitcoms. They are and rightly should

they’ve been demolished. Years ago,

Amazon.com, and got him banned to

South, Druid really was equal

be appalled that there is relatively little

they tore down 2715-15th Street, the

writer’s Siberia, a cross-section of black

respect.

outcry from other blacks about them. Even

activists, politicians, and writers at a

worse, judging from the success of the

roundtable in Los Angeles weighed in on

silly, and degrading Eddie Murphy film

Eng, Asian Week and relations with Asian-

Norbit, they still will pack the theaters to

Americans. They answered the above

see them. But when a white politician,

questions far differently and surprisingly

celebrity, or known public figure slips,

than those outraged at Eng’s column and

deliberately uses the N-word, makes a

him have. The views ranged from, it was

racial gaffe, or when a white gay comedian

much ado about nothing, to a near defense

Shirley Q, liquor slurs black women in his

of him. The reasons for their relatively

act, or Eng bashes them in his column,

muted, even benign response, aren’t hard
to find. The week before the Eng furor

blacks stampede to the barricades to

broke the Los Angeles City Council

Then there’s the issue of a writers right

debated a resolution that would have put

to say what they please, even it’s idiotic

denounce them.

the city on record backing a Congressional

and insulting. More than one participant

bill to establish a reparations study

flatly said that Eng had that right to write

committee. It passed, and a big argument

his column, and that blacks should defend

it. This was not just a rote ACLU protect

that swayed the council was the current
plight of blacks.

hate speech no matter what line, though a

They continue to have the highest

compelling argument can always be made

rates of poverty, infant mortality, violence
victimization

rates,

and

for that. It’s a practical concern.

care

The worst thing that could happen is to

disparities than any other group in

censor even the most odious racial slanders

health

America. They are still more likely to live

that would make it impossible for them to

in segregated neighborhoods, be refused

be publicly challenged, and blow a chance

in

one

shotgun house that housed my earliest

The same architectural plans used to

memories. They destroyed Big Mama’s

build Tuscaloosa High, the White school

house, three doors to the west, where I

across town, were used to construct the

was bom on February 23,1947.

block-long Druid High School. It was a

Given the age of those old shacks,
demolition

may

have

been

an

great building, with two libraries, and
even

greater

teachers

and

improvement; a few of them are still

administrators.

standing. Instead of replacing houses in

integration - and to destroy all symbols

In

the

name

of

“The Bottom,” as it was called for good

of the previous era - it was renamed

reason, they razed the houses to make

Central High, but to former students, it

way for a new, arched highway- on 15th ? -was and always‘Will be Druid.
Street. Sound familiar?

Now, whatever you call it - Druid or

But it was McKenzie Court that held

Central - has been leveled and is to be

my fondest memories. We lived in 5-D,

replaced with a middle school. They’ve

75-A and 52-B. Unlike in the North,

also demolished the old Tuscaloosa

there was no stigma attached to living in

High, but have already replaced it with a

the housing project. After all, they were

gorgeous new structure and allowed it to

built with brick, unlike most of the

remain a high school.

housing on the Black side of town, and

On this trip home, I just can’t

they resembled town houses more than

stomach driving by McKenzie Court or

the towering, crammed structures on

Druid High and not see those structures

Chicago’s State Street, for example. For

that meant so much to me growing up.

a poor family, it didn’t get any better

When I went to visit a couple of family

than living in McKenzie Court.

friends - Miss Dot and Miss Julia (even
though both are married, in the South we

business and home loans, their children

to educate the public on the colossal harm

My Big Mama, Sylvia Harris, and

attend failed public schools than any other

that they do. Eng’s column is the best

Percy, one of her sons, lived in 23-A. I

still call everyone “Miss”) - I took

group, and are more likely to be racially

example of that. If the editors at Asian

would eat twice on Sundays, once at

circuitous routes so that I could avoid

profiled on America’s urban streets. These

Week had pulled it, the public would not

home and oncie with Big Mama. I was

seeing what they had done to my high

were the issues that the roundtable

have known how widespread the myths,

the first grandson, so I’ll let others draw

school and housing project.

participants repeatedly said were the

misconceptions, and negative stereotypes

their

our

I look around and notice that all of

things blacks should get enraged about,

about African-Americans are among some

relationship. Let me put it this way:

the old plantations from the Civil War

and take action on. Those problems would

Asian Americans and Asian immigrants.

There was Mama and there was Big

have

exist and demand outrage and action even

That forced, blacks, Asians, and many

Mama. Of course, Big Mama was the

couldn’t they rehab Druid High School

if Eng had never written a word. The racial

others to make the painful admission that

equivalent of the Supreme Court. She

and McKenzie Court?

problems

the prejudices exist and then confront

was the only person who could reverse

engenders deep frustration among many

them. Eng and Asian Week in effect did a

lower court rulings.

lethargy

on

major

social

blacks. And those at the roundtable

valuable service by printing his views.

own

conclusions

about

been

Why

preserved.

neatly

Are they any less important than
monuments to a lost cause? I know that

When we first moved into 5-D when

one day, I’ll have to go back to my old

There were many things that the

I was in elementary school, Mama could

neighborhood and see what they call

A couple of the participants called for

roundtable participants said that they hated

usually find me at Miss Dot’s house

progress. But for now, I prefer not to see

a boycott of Asian owned businesses in

about the problems that blacks face, and

because she was one of the few people

the

COLUMNIST’S DISCLAIMER
The views expressed by The Challenger

protest. That was rejected. What good

what blacks often fail do about them.

who had a telephone and a TV set; we

memories.

would that do? Not only would it unfairly

Eng’s column was not one of the problems

had neither.

columnists/advice columnists do not necessarily
reflect the views of The Weekly Challenger. By
publishing such columns, The Challenger is not
advocating the following of any advice or

cast a wide net over all Asians for the sins

that bothered them. They were right.

reflected that frustration.

suggestion expressed.
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be edited for reasons of space, clarity or for
considerations of liability. All submissions become
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timeliness or newsworthiness.
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Please Join the Pinellas County Urban Leagues’ NULITES (National Urban League Incentives To Excel and Succeed) Teen Program in promoting
“Tobacco-Free Kids” Poster Contest. All entries are due to the Pinellas County Urban League by Friday, March 16,2007

For More Information, Please Contact Mr. Michael Boykins @ 727327.2081
333 31st Street North St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Ext. 119
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Vyrle Davis To Be Honored By
Friends And Community
The Friends of Vyrle Davis
Committee are planning a special
tribute to Vyrle Davis. The
retired School Superintendent
and philanthropist will be honored
by many of his colleagues,
business associates, friends and
local artists who will honor him
at a Banquet on May 19 at the St.
Petersburg Hilton. Proceeds from
the event will benefit the Ebony
Scholars Program founded by

lobs.' Tsorv
W? w ’W?« S si*

'

wsj&i oroarams i.“coro

Davis 23 years ago, which he still
chairs today. Davis has made
countless contributions to the
continuing education of Pinellas
County students through the
Ebony Scholars program and
sponsorships. Mr. Davis only
asks that the students continue to
excel in academics beyond high
school, and be active participants
within the community.

Vyrle Davis

Saturday
March 17, 2007

American Heart Association presents

Featured Speakers Elder Ayakao Watkins

Dr. Alexander Johnson, Cardiologist
Dr. Jacentha Buggs

And other exciting presentations

In partnershi p with the

• THbu (“tree-bod," meaning “tribe" Tri

St. Petersburg Chapter

9:00 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

National Black Nurses

Association, Inc.

• Twin Brooks Commons Piaza, 2100

34th St. S., and five new tenants cele
brated grand openings this week including Wireless Toys, Quiznos, Nail
Art, Check & Go, and H&R Block.

The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast
Community Room, 3050 1st Avenue South,
St. Petersburg, Florida

This free conference will provide you with the tools you need
to help prevent heart disease and stroke in your family.
Call to register - (727) 563-8087 (Leave your name and phone #.)

Spanish), a gallery of fine craft, 3660
22nd Ave. S, is now open. John Rymer
and Kevin Ritter sell their own works in
clay and works of 15 other artists.
Coffee, tea and sweets also available.
Open Monday to Friday, 10 a.m. to 6
p.m.; Saturday, 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.;
Closed Sunday. • Call; 323-5412.
• Fred’s Carpet Sales & Installation,

2942 18th Ave. S, can meet all your
carpet & tile needs. Visit the showroom
and ask for Fred or Letetia Stephens. “
We offer quick, professional service at
competitive prices. • Call 321 -8080 for
a free estimate.

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

16th St. S., specializes in facials, afros,
fades, wave cuts, beard trims and

NOTICE OF SPECIAL MUNICIPAL REFERENDUM ELECTION

tapers. Open 7 days. • Call 822-3060..

Notice is hereby given that a Special Municipal Referendum Election will be held in the City of St. Petersburg, Florida on Tuesday, March 13,2007,

• Midtown Medical & Scrubs, 901 16th
St. S., provides medical scrubs for
those in the medical field as well as
specialty shoes, blood pressure cuffs,
stethoscopes, pen fights and other
supplies. • Call 898-5850.

between the hours of 7:00 o’clock am. and 7:00 o’clock p.m. AT THE POLLING PLACES DESIGNATED FOR THE SPECIAL MUNICIPAL

REFERENDUM ELECTION TO BE HELD ON MARCH 13,2007, at which time there will be submitted to the voters residing in said City for

approval or disapproval the following:
Referendum Question 1.

Partially releasing restrictive covenants on portions of former City property now part of Vinoy Resort.

Pursuant to referendum approval in 1984, the Vinoy Park Hotel gave the City a. waterfront park parcel in exchange for the Baywood Park and
Edgewater interior parcels subject to certain restrictions. Shall the City now partially release the restrictions for up to two acres of the property

owned by the Renaissance Vinoy Resort to permit construction of a health club facility and future hotel and hotel accessory uses as provided in

Ordinance No. 802-G?

QNo

□ Yes

• Ladybugs! Did you know releasing
ladybugs into your garden is an ecofriendly way to rid pests? You’ll find
ladybugs and a wide variety of eeofriendly products for creating an organ
ic garden at Twigs and Leaves, aFiorida native plant and organic nurs
ery at 1013 Dr. MLK St. S.
www.twigsnleaves.com or 492-9906.

Mar. 9 to 11 • Cajun Zydeco Crawfish Festival.

Vinoy Park, Bayshore Dr. & 7th Ave. N.E. Live
music, fiery Cajun cuisine, over 10,000 pounds
of crawfish, children’s activities. $12 Fri., $15
Sat., $12 Sun., $35 weekend, www.cajunconnection.org or 892-5767.
Mar. 9 • St. Pete Shuffle. St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. 7
to 11 p.m. A hip twist on an old game, music
and art. www.stpeteshuffle.com or 867-7228.
Mar. 10 • Saturday Morning Market. Central
Ave. & 2nd St. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Open air mar
ket, fresh produce, prepared foods, gourmet
baked goods, greenery, handcrafts & housewares, local artists and live music, www.saturdaymorningmarket.com or 455-4921.

Mar. 10 & 11 • Wildlife Weekend. Boyd Hill
Nature Preserve, 1101 Country Club Way S.
Sat. 9-4; Sun, 10-4. Environmental and wildlife

exhibits, interpretive walks, nature related
vendors, kid’s crafts, food and entertainment.
Free. 893-7326.
Mar. 10 to April 22 • The Good Life Games.

Throughout Pinellas County, Athletes age 50 &
up compete in a variety of activities and
sports, www.goodlifegames.org or 230-3776.

Mar, 11 • Annual Sunshine City Band

Concerts. Williams Park, 4th St. & 2nd Ave. N
2 p.m. Weekly musical variety show. Free.
898-1541.

‘

Referendum Question 2.

Charter amendment to comply with State Law changing when the canvassing board canvasses election returns.

In order to comply with recent changes in State Law, shall the Charter be amended to change the deadline for the Canvassing Board to meet for the

purpose of canvassing election returns to a date not later than one week after the final election results are provided to the City Clerk by the
Supervisor of Elections?
□ Yes

QNo

• Total Beauty Salon & Spa, 2244 1 st
Ave. N., recently opened offering hair
care, manicure/pedicure, facials and
body massage services as well as hair
extension and wedding services.
Owner Sylvia Russell has 16 years in
the hair care and make-up business
and also hosts a beauty segment on
WFLA-TV Channel 8. • Call 321-7497.

Referendum Question 3.
Allowing Charter amendments required by state or federal election law to be made by ordinance.

Shall the Charter be amended to provide that future amendments to the Charter, which are required to be made to comply with state or federal laws
regulating the election process, may be made by ordinance instead of by referendum after recommendation of the Mayor and upon receiving

affirmative votes from six members of City Council?

QNo

□ Yes
Referendum Question 4.

For the best pastries (pies, cakes,
bread pudding, etc.) and sandwiches in
Midtown, visit Green’s Bakery &
Sandwich Shop, 3065 18th Ave. S.
Everything is made from the freshest
ingredients and no preservatives are U
used. Open daily, 9:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.;Closed Sunday. • Dial 323-2089
for call-in orders.

Shall the Charter be amended to provide that in a January following a year with no general City election, the new Chair and Vice Chair shall be

Referendum Question 5.

Charter Amendment requiring City Council Member Vacancies to be filled within 45 days.

QNo

□ Yes
Referendum Question 6.

Charter Amendment correcting typographical errors, making clarifications and deleting obsolete language.

Fannye A. Ponder Council House, 1835 9th
Ave. S. 4 p.m. www.ncnwstpetersburg.org;
896-6556 or 374-7241.
Tampa Bay Devil Rays Spring Training Games.

Progress Energy Park/Home of Al Lang Field,
230 1 st St. S. Tickets, $7 to $20. Games start
at 1:05 p.m. www.devilrays.com or 898-RAYS:
Mar. 11* Rays vs. Houston Astros

Mar. 13 • Vote Today. Pinellas County polling
locations are open 7.a.m. to 7 p.m. Vote for
the Penny for Pinellas and municipal referen
dums today, www.stpete.org/pennyforpinellas.htm or 893-7250.

, QNo

next election to fill the vacancy?

Mar. 11 • 4th Annual Black Family Reunion &
International Food Festival Celebration.

Mar. 17 • Rays vs. Cleveland Indians

sworn in on the first regular meeting in January as opposed to January 2nd and providing that the one year terms shall be adjusted accordingly?

Shall the Charter be amended to require all vacancies on City Council to be filled by appointment within 45 days and remove the option to wait for

N. 3 p.m. Heart warming family entertainment
with guest quartets, the Hot Shots and
PolyFonix. $15, $5 under 18.
www.gulftobay.org or 727-725-7464.

Mar. 12 • Rays vs. Detroit Tigers
Mar. 13 • Rays vs. Philadelphia Phillies
Mar. 16 • Rays vs. Pittsburgh Pirates

City Charter Amendment changing the date for election of Chair and Vice Chair.

□ Yes

Mar. 11* Gulf to Bay Chorus Sweet Adelines
Applause ’07. Palladium Theater, 253 5th Ave.

Satisfy your hunger for the island fla
vor. Mair’s Grocery & West Indian Take
out Restaurant, 2230 Dr. MLK St. S.,
offers delicious American and
Caribbean meals. Grocery shelves are
stocked with American and Caribbean
products. Grocery open 9 a,m, to 11
p.m. Restaurant open 10 a.m. to 11
p.m. • Call 550-0341.

Mar. 14 to 18 • SPIFFS 32nd Annual Inter

national Folk Fair. Vinoy Park, Bayshore Dr. &
7th Ave. N.E. Sat. 10-10; Sun. noon-6.
30 different ethnic groups present a taste of
their culture, native goods, traditional foods
and educational performances. $10 adults,
free under 12. www.spiffs.org or 552-1896.

Shall the City Charter be amended to correct typographical errors, to insert clarifying language and to delete obsolete language?

Qno

□ Yes

Only qualified electors shall be eligible to vote at said election, and each eligible voter must be registered on the official registration books.
BY ORDER OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA.
ATTEST: Eva Andujar, City Clerk

Now Open! Rumba Gourmet Deli, .
48 31st St. S„ features a variety of
Cuban and international cuisine —
salads, entrees and sandwiches. Open
for breakfast, lunch and dinner, 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Catering services and deliv- .
ery available. • Call in an order, 3283960; or FAX to 328-3950.

sLpetersbiirg
www.stpete.opo
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MIDTOWN NEWS
Four Pinellas County Magnet
Schools Attract Top National
Awards
Elementary,

efforts and the consistent delivery

Magnet School of Excellence honor

Douglas L. Jamerson Elementary

of quality services to all school

for Campbell Park. Douglas L.

and James B. Sunderlin Elementary

stakeholders.

Jamerson and James B. Sanderlin

Campbell

Park

Schools won in their first year of

Schools have each been selected as

Lakewood Elementary, which

2007 Magnet Schools of America

has not been a magnet school long

(MSA) Magnet School of Excellence.

enough to be eligible for the award,

The awards will be presented

This is the top category of awards

was the only 2007 winner of the

May 1 at die 25th Magnet Schools of

given by MSA and is based on

New and Emerging School of Merit

America Conference in Las Vegas.

academic

Award, and will receive $1,000 for

commitment

to

high

standards, curriculum Innovation,
successful desegregation/diversity

eligibility.

For more information, contact
Elaine Ranieri, (727) 323-6636.

die honor.
The award is the third consecutive

Bone Marrow Search For
Local Man Continues
On Sunday evening, February

Durham, North Carolina. His

11th, die pain became unbearable.

appointment is scheduled for March

In early February, Joseph once

I drove him to die Moffitt Cancer

i2th. The doctors will evaluate his

again began to experience pain

Center and he was admitted. On

case and decide if he is a good

moving throughout his body. The

Monday, the 12th, he began his new

candidate for the alternative marrow

doctor prescribed pain medication

which gave little relief. On Friday,

chemo regimen.
Joseph’s stay in the hospital

transplant.
Please pass die word to everyone

February 9th, he went for his lab-

this time was 21 days. The doctor

you know to get tested to become a

work prior to what was supposed

states they have done extensive

marrow donor. You could help save

to be his last round of back-up

marrow and stem cell searches and

a life.

no matches were yet found.

what Joseph already knew. The

The doctor asked if he would

March 24,2007 in St. Petersburg
at: The wildwood Recreation Center,

leukemia cells had returned. The

consider an alternative. Duke

1000 28th Street S. The time is 9:30

doctor advised him that she would

University does marrow transplants

a.m.to 3:00 p.m. Those wanting to

the hospital on Monday, February

using non-matches and partial
matches when a match cannot be

donate may also visit any Florida

12th, He would need to start from

found. Joseph wanted to try the

The Grimsley family also ask

square one * a new chemo regimen

alternative.

A marrow donor match has not
yet been found for Joseph.

chemo.

The

results

confirmed

arrange for him to be admitted to

Links Launch Services
To Youth Initiative
The St. Petersburg Chapter of

Links, Inc. has continued its tradition

Links started the 2007 year by

choices and proper career preparation.

reception

of excellence in community service

attending

the

Area organizations will bring the

projects this 2006-2007 fiscal year.

opening of the Tuskegee Airman

youth involved in their programs to

a

for

prayers.

Spring Health Angle:
Lyme Disease Dangers

presentations to promote good life

presenters took part in the walk.

that you continue to keep us in your

He is preparing for a trip to

with a different set of drugs.

Blood Services donor center.

In December the Links* Annual

Exhibit at the Carter G. Woodson

this event. Presenters include Donna

Christmas party was held at the

Historical Museum, The Museum

McRae, Career Coordinator; Wanda

likely

become

disease infections potentially affecting

Club.

was the primary benefactor of the

Stuart, Chairman NAACP ACT-

infected by a tick-borne diseases

other pets, children and family

Approximately 120 guests attended

proceeds from the Links’ fundraiser,

SO; Rachel Stewart, Sculptress; Dr.

and suffer from the Lyme and

members.

the gala in festive Christmas attire.

Jazz in the Garden, 2006.

Ernst Vieux, Trauma Surgeon; Dr.

Lyme-like illnesses.

St.

Petersburg

Country

demographic

to

With spring right around the

On February 16, a reception

Dallas Jackson, Principal, Thurgood

Even more troubling is the fact

corner, it’s important to remind

crowd with Top 40 Hits from the

was held at the Carter G. Woodson

Marshall, Middle School and Carl

that dogs are 50 to 100 times more

readers of the dangers of ticks and

1950’s thru the 1980’s.

Museum for nationally renowned

Wilkerson, Pilot/Engineer. This is

likely than their human companions

tick-borne diseases The following

Also, first Links’ Stride for
Health was held in December. It

historian, Dr. John Hope Franklin.

also an opportunity for budding

to be infected by a tick-borne

link will take you to an online

The pinnacle of this programming

artists, scientists and performers to

disease spread by the bite of a tick.

media kit featuring Lyme disease

was a 1 mile walk in the Midtown

year will be the upcoming Links’

become a part of the national

And as pets continue to play in the

and

area along historic 22nd Street. The

African American Youth Forum

NAACP ACT-SO talent search

walk ended at the Johnnie Ruth

to be held March 24, 2007 from

Clark Health Center and was the

10:00 a.m. until 2:00 p.m. at the

program.
The event is free to interested

perfect preamble to the 7th Annual

Pinellas Technical Education Center

youth but registration is required.

Minority Health Forum being held

(PTEC). Two hundred youth are

Please contact June Peterman at (727)

at the center. Many of the program

expected to attend a series of

866-6431 for more information.

The Reunion Band wowed the

Approximately 22,000 new cases
of Lyme disease are reported each

year, according to the national Lyme
Disease Association. In addition,

the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention

(CDC)

reports

that

• The best gospel music in Tampa bay that will lift your spirits. Tune in daily from
6 a.m.' 1 p.m.

• Midday cafe plays today’s R&B and classic soul music from yesterday 1 p.m. - 7 p.m.
• Party blues & oldies as we walk you back down mem'ory lane listening to your
favorite music. 7 p.m - 10 p.m.

•The Bedtime mix with Intimate sessions is music that is nice, slow and easy.
10 p.m. -12 p.m.

• The very best jazz for your listening pleasure! Every Sunday from 6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

tick-borne

disease

same areas as our children, dogs

background, as well as images of

have a significant ability to act as

ticks and disease prevalence maps,

sentinels for the various tick-borne

ww w.reporterville .com/tickdangers.

of the highest echelons of society,
the ones who stirred hearts; the
ones who moved the people most,
were the friends, neighbors and
everyday people who knew him.”
What a fitting tribute for one who
rose to great heights, but never
forgot his roots, his family,or his
friends. Dandy was a man blessed
with a voice that his hometown of
St. Petersburg Could not contain. He

was a man who unselfishly helped
countless people in countless ways,
He changed the landscape of the
Broward County Florida School
District through his vision, his
teachings, his counseling, his
dynamic administrative leadership,
and his fairness for all mankind,
Thank you, “Willie” Dandy, precious
memories of you will live in the
hearts and minds of many, forever.

children, ages 5 to 9 are the most

DANDY
continued from front pcige

THE NEW 1590 AM WRXB
SERVING THE COMMUNITIES
FOR OVER 3 DECADES AND
STILL GOING STRONG!

other

home town and held special
meaning for him and his family.
Following that event he appeared
each year during Black History
Month at local churches for the
benefit of Ebony Scholars. His final
visit home was in October, when he
and his devoted wife of 46 years,
Carolyn, and a friend drove to St.
Petersburg to attend the dedication
of the new Gibbs High School.
During that weekend, he thoroughly
enjoyed the companionship of
friends of long standing singing the
original Gibbs High School alma
mater, sharing memories of the old
school, and marveling at the
splendor and opportunity of the new
facility. He also took in the sights of
the changing face of St. Petersburg,
including the budding renaissance
of 22nd Street South, including the
refurbished Manhattan Casino,
where he once sang to throngs of
devoted fans and friends, Mr.
Dandy accomplished much in his
time on earth and will be well
remembered. His was a life well
lived. A public viewing was held on
Sunday, February 25 at Dillard
Center for the Arts Theater; with
funeral services the next day at
Mount Olive Baptist Church, Ft.
Lauderdale. One comment by one
who attended the service was in
fact, a profound tribute. He said:
“Among those attending who
spoke, some of them representative

William Dandy with mentor, Alvin Downing (center) and classmate, Al Williams

William E. Dandy and Rosalie Peck, program chairman during concert a
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

For Marketing and Promotions
Contact Donza Drummond
at (727) 821-9947
email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

to courtesy of Al Williams

Ml

------------------

REQUEST Line (727) 864-1600
OFFICE (727) 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 1 st Avenue North
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

“Willie” Dandy at start of “Native
Son Comes Home” Concert

Attendees at William E. Dandy funeral services, Ft. Lauderdale
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TAMPA BAY NEWS
Last-Minute Reminders
For March 13 Election

Angolan/Tampa Bay
Economic Opportunities
met

in the Angolan boom. He said

Pinellas County Supervisor of

to any of the three Elections Offices

Elections Office or by printing

Representative Reed who insisted

Africans and African-Americans

Elections Deborah Clark encourages

until 7 p.m. Tuesday. Absentee ballots

Registration Application Form at

they come to Tampa. This second

need to get away from the rhetoric

citizens who plan to vote in the

cannot be accepted at an early voting

www.votepinellas.com; completing

project is being planned for Tampa.

and

said

March 13 County Referendum and

site or a precinct polling place.

“Someone is trying to keep us

Municipal Election to remember

apart”

the following information to make

identification

Election Day go smoothly:

polls if possible to avoid delays and

Polling places will be open
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.' Election Day.

extra paperwork. Anyone without

No political activity or campaign

acceptable ID can vote a provisional

signs are allowed inside the polling

determined

Keevin

they

when

Williams,

president

of

Florida Black Business Investment
Board, Inc explained the importance
of Representative Reed’s promise.

Assigned

Rep. Betty Reed

to

the

Economic

By: ERSULA KNOX ODOM

Editor

TAMPA - On Friday, March 2
the Urban Florida League of
Business, Inc. and Representative
Betty Reed introduced Eduardo
Jonatoa S. Chingunji, minister of
Hotels and Tourism for Republic of
the Angola to the Tampa Bay area
during a business roundtable
highlighting economic development
Opportunities in the Tampa Bay area
and Africa. Minister Chingunji
provided Angolan history, its current
positioning for continued growth,
and the unique window of
opportunity for African and African
American collaboration.
Representative Betty Reed said
she promised to bring money and
people to her community to benefit
the community. Julius Jackson
chairman of Millennium proup
Worldwide, Inc. said the reason
the group was in Tampa with
the information was due to
Representative Reed. They had an
active coffee roasting processing
project in Jacksonville and was
planning a second, location to be

together.

He

because they

power

this

the

together.

working

of

Supporting

know

concept,

Mr.

Jackson said in 1977 the National

Rosales
“He

Jamil
Keyshawn
Morris

place or within 100. feet of the

help appropriate $71 billion dollars.

Carter wrote a paper advising the

registered to vote by February 12

by a Canvassing Board to determine

polling place entrance. However,

As a member of the Black Caucus

president that under no condition

are eligible to vote in this election.

eligibility.

exit polling is permitted in designated

there is an 8.75 million-loan

should

be

Some polling place locations

State law requires that a citizen

appreciation fund. There is an equity

allowed to connect with Africans.

have changed, Voters are encouraged

vote in the precinct in which he or

investment-matching program that

Minister Chingunji said “There is

to confirm their polling places

she lives. If you have moved, you

she can help direct. Fifty million

an external force dividing us”.

by calling 464-6108 or visiting

are required to vote in your new

www.votepinellas.com and clicking

home precinct.

African-Americans

dollars in quick action funds are

He advised on how to connect

designated to attract business to

and initiate projects. “Use your

Florida.

current contacts Julius Jackson.

Communicate

with

representative, do your homework,

to Nigeria, and expecting to surpass

and get involved with the right

2 million barrels in the near future.

people.” He stated the U.S. has

Angola has diamonds, gold and oil.

done

a great job providing

What needs to change, he says are

information about Angola, look

people with the chicken and the egg

there. He cited www.angola.org

service”, said Mr. Gibbard
Mr. Whitlock is also the author

When asked about his retirement

continued from front page

of “The Succession Plan”, which

plans he grins and says of course he

was adopted nationally. “This is our

has a “honey-do” list from his wife

through

attempt to replenish the staff as

Charieszette. He plans to devote

baby boomers begin to retire. ”He

most of his time as an associate

move

an

application

hiring process.

days. “We kept that promise to help

says

greatest

pastor of St. Marks Missionary

said, for those with the egg to

about Angola. The bad is where

them upon their return,” he said.

accomplishments is the ability to

Baptist Church. “I was able to

realize the power of having it.
Angola has stabilized and is
now a viable option for oil. The
wealth that this is creating has made
them the fastest growing country in
the world with a 28% growth rate.
The greatest need for services is in
infrastructure building. He said he
was disheartened by the absence of
African-Americans not taking part

opportunity lies. Schools and
hospitals need to be built.
African-Americans should not
miss this window of opportunity.
Time is of the essence and they
must get prepared and have the
courage to take action. First thing
that must be done is to show up for
information sessions such as that
one. The next meeting is March 17.

cut through some of the red taped in

make a difference in the quality of

He

is

most

proud

of

his

one

of

his

interaction with his staff. “I enjoy

the

hiring

life and livelihood of real people

working with the people. I like

practices which allowed his team to

with real problems through my

watching their maturation into

be

their

decision making. I’ve recruited and

expert claims examiners. “

recruitment efforts by using laws

hired a well-trained staff of expert

Brent Gibbard, Veterans Service

already on the book that assist in

technicians to carry forward in

Center Manager and Tom’s boss
said, “He is one of the best men I
have ever worked with. He probably
selected 450 of the 530 people
working here. He travels the state
and recruits primarily from military
installations, job fairs, and colleges.
He just doesn’t sit in the office.”
Mr. Gibbard said that Mr. Whitlock
was also one of the authors of the
“National Recruiting Initiative” for
the Department of Veteran Affairs
and that he produced the video that
teaches recruits how to assist the
veterans in all phases. Whitlock
designed and streamlined the first
formal training program of the
technical staff in 1998. Mr.
Whitlock’s training manuals and
videos have now redeveloped
into computer assisted training
modules. “He is one of the most
ethical people in government

removing the time restraints in the

life,” said Whitlock.

federal

more

government

successful

in

(l-r:) Sgt. Al White, Thomas Whitlock, and Asst. Chief Cedric Gordon

Victorino Augusto da Silva and Monica Laurindo, Office of the Minister

Newberry Book Club Member,
One Mile Run in the 2006

to visit amusement parks and,

Festival of the States, Player -

is
the children’s favorite.
Rounding out this family of five

not surprisingly, Disney World

the

two

pet

meal of spaghetti and meatballs,

school chorus. He has earned

Assistant Principal Sharon

many trophies and countless

delight to his parents and a credit
to his school and communityJ

Wilson. She

was speaking

certificates for his expertise in

His journey toward manhood is

academics and athletics.
This fine young man has set

already complete with many

more in his 10 years than many

some impressive goals for one so

him on the right path. He is

adults do in a lifetime.
Jamil Keyshawn Morris is

young. Future plans and dreams

blessed with parents and siblings

include attending Nebraska State

who are committed to helping

the son of James and Tamika

University and his ambition is to

each other be the very best

Morris of St. Petersburg. Jamil

become a professional football

since

player. Knowing he will need a

possible. Good Luck on your
journey, Jamil. It is obvious you

kindergarten and has definitely

“back-up” plan to professional

already understand that with

left an indelible print on that

athletics, he is determined to

hard work and determination,

school, as well as in his own
community. His impressive

also become a trial lawyer, a

your destination can be anything

resume includes: Principal’s List

people and his community.

with straight A’s (complete with

If it sounds as though it is

Perfect Attendance certificates),

all work and no play for this

County Schools 5000 Role

2007 Pride Award Winner in

ambitious fifth grader, that is

Models of Excellence Program, i

Writing, 2006 Ebony Scholar,
2006 St. Pete South Branch

not

quality time with his older sister,

please call Mr. W. J. Bryant,
Coordinator, at 538-7167,

Reading

Jasmine, and his younger brother,

ext. 2154.

Winner, South Branch Library

Jaien. The Morris Family loves

case.

Jamil

ft

spends

NAME

.____________________ _ _________________________ ■

ADDRESS _ ____________________________ _ ______________ _____
CITY

-

STATE

WHY THIS PERSON SHOULD BE NOMINATED:

road Signs that will help keep

you want it to be.
If anyone would like more
information regarding Pinellas

the

DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS CONSTANTLY DOING FOR OTHERS
OR PUTTING SOMEONE ELSE’S NEEDS BEFORE THEIR OWN? A FRIEND
THAT GOES BEYOND THE NORM? A TIRELESS VOLUNTEER?
NOMINATE HIM OR HER FOR THE UNSUNG HERO SPOTLIGHT.

Jamil Keyshawn Morris is a

glowingly about a fifth grader at
her school who has accomplished

profession where he can help

Who's Your Unsung Hero?

hamsters,

Peaches and Doris. Jamil also

Elementary

Summer

WHITLOCK

determining what is good and bad

Skyview

Library

Elections Office at (727) 464-6108.

any

omelets, being wealthy. It’s time, he

makes time to eat his favorite

Skyview

at

made

an excellent resource for

piled with cheese.

attended

may be

or signature

as

proud member of his school’s
Safety Patrol, as well as the

has

If you have any other election-

being poor, and people making the

the best grades on the team),
Child’s Park Basketball, and a

said

changes

allowed

related questions, please call the

Name, address

Absentee ballots may be returned

No photography is

inside the polling place.

quickly; our goal is less than 120

are

model for his

on Precinct Finder.

areas as voters are leaving the polls.

your

million barrels of oil, second only

Championship Football Team
(receiving $100.00 for achieving

fellow students,”

may also be made by phone.

ballot, which will later be evaluated

wonderful
exemplary role

of Elections Office. Address changes

Florida residents, who were

to

Lakewood Junior Spartans 2006

student and an

the

President

Advisor

a

is

to

you

with

it to any Pinellas County Supervisor

Security

Spotlight On Students Who Shine
By: Barbara

and signing die form; and returning

Please bring photo and signature

Development committee, she will

He said Angola produces 1.5

Eduardo Chingunji, minister of
hotels and tourism for the
Republic of Angola

work

a

Nominated by

_________ ___________

Contact Number___ ______________

.___________

Send information to (727) 896-2922
2500 Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

& CITY OF SAFETY HARSOR

OF BELLEAIR

OFFICIAL
SAMPLE BALLOT

COUNTY
REFERENDUM
AND
MUNICIPAL ELECTION

municipal

THIS RAGEwIxPPEAR IN
THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE TOWN OF
______________ BELLEAIR

CITY OF CLEARWATER

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

.___________

THESEoSESToSwi^SSyw

SAFETY HARBOR

COMMISSIONER
(Vote for no more than Two)

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

Stephen R. Fowler

o

Rob Parker

RaeClaire Johnson

o

Andy Steingold

Stephanie Oddo

o

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

______________ CLEARWATER ___________
0

0

City-Owned Public Facilities - Downtown
Waterfront
Shaii Cleaiwater Charter Section Z01{dX$ be amended as
provided in Ordinance Tin-St to alow, on toe property

generally bounded ijy Drew Street. Pierce Street, toe

Intracoasta! Waterway Channel and toe Bluff, toe foltowlng-'
city-owned

CITY OF SEMINOLE

pubtidy accessible docks,

moorings and

promenade: not more than 140 defeated boat slips tor

'

which Clearwater residents shall have first priority; public

restrooms and dockmaster’s office not to exceed 1200

MARCH 13. 2007
|

PINELLAS COUNTY,

I

FLORIDA

CITY OF BELLEAIR BEACH

THESE RACES WILL APPEAR IN

square feet; bringing existing surface parking up to city

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF
THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

SEMINOLE

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

BELLEAIR BEACH

yes o

0

0

Trina Watkins
0

Lynn Rives

Q

0

Jimmy Johnson

Donna Durante

FOR INFORMATION ON
ABSENTEE VOTING OR TO
REQUEST AN ABSENTEE
BALLOT TELEPHONE:
(727) 464-6788

code?

N°

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

Pension Plan Amendments
investments be set by Florida law under Sections 112.661,
173.071, 185.06, and 213.47 Florida Statute, with the

COUNCIL MEMBER
(Vote for no more than Three'

additional restriction tost there be no., direct, investments,
iniSudtog reaf Estate within toe City of Clearwater as provided

0

Patricia Hartstein

si Ordinance 7466-05?

o

yes o

Dan Hester
THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN
PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

o

0

Bob Matthews

COMMISSIONER
(Vote for no more than Two)

Diane Linscott Is For Real

Shall toe City of Clearwater Employees Pension Plan

C*TV OF B6.LEA1R BLUFFS;

BELLEAIR BLUFFS

JAMM

0

Patricia Plantamura
0

MO’ST.FaiMHB

0

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF ST.

Troy A. Krotz

THIS QUESTION WILL APPEAR IN

FOR VOTER INFORMATION

TELEPHONE: (727) 464-6108

Robert P. Russo

PETE BEACH

0

Wallace F.Witham

,

THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF ST.

PETE BEACH DISTRICT 2

CITY OF CLEARWATER

Corey Circle Vacation
The City Charter requires that vacation cf a deeded street
right-of-way be approved by the voters of toe Crty. The City

COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 2
(Vote for One)

Commission wishes to vacate ail or part of toe Corey Ode
street right-of-way. Should this vacation be approved?

o

0

Roger L Adams

THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN
PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

PRECINCT AND DISTRICT
INFORMATION IS PRINTED
ON YOUR VOTER
INFORMATION CARD

CLEARWATER___________■

COUNCIL SEAT 5
(Vote for One)

:

THIS RACE WILL WEAR IN

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF ST.

o

Norma R. Carlough

lib'OF ST PETERSBURG

PETE BEACH DISTRICT 4
COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 4
(Vote for One)

o

Paul F. Gibson

THE^E QUESTIONS WILL APPEAR IN

PRECiNCTS WITHIN THE CITY OP
0

Harry Metz

FIND YOUR PRECINCT
NUMBER AND POLLING
PLACE WITH THE PRECINCT
FINDER ON OUR WEBSITE:
www.votepinellas.com

,

, CiTY OF GULFPORT

0

weiinoa rieicner

Pursuant to referendum approval in 1984, toe Vinoy Parti
Hotel gave toe City a waterfront park .parcel in exchange for
toe Baywood Park and Edgewaterinterior parcels subject to
certain restrictions. ShaS toe City now partially release toe
restrictions for up to two acres ol toe property owned by toe
Renaissance Vinoy Resort to permit construction of a health
drib feciliiy and future hotel' arid hotel accessory Usee as

GULFPORT

CITY OF TARPON SPRINGS

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

o

THESE RACES WILL APPEAR IN

provided in Ordinance No. 802-G?

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF
0

Michael 'Mike' Yakes

yes

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

NO

0

Clark H. Scherer, Jr

REFERENDUM QUESTION 2
COUNCIL MEMBER WARD 2
(Vote for One)

0

Beverley Biliiris
0

COMMISSIONER - SEAT 3

(Vote for One).
0
Michele P. King

David C Bolton

o

PeterS. Dalacos

o

0

Christine A Brown

ANY REGISTERED VOTER CAN VOTE
EARLY BEGINNING 15 DAYS PRIOR TO
THE ELECTION.

OF INDIAN ROCKS BEACH

i.^GiTY^FWASM^feLAt®

THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

INDIAN ROCKS BEACH

COMMISSIONER
DISTRICT 1
(Vote for One)

Q

no

o

0

Allowing Charter amendments required by state or
federal election law to be made by ordinance

Terry Hamilton-Wollin
Phil Collins

o

Dominique Marie Reiter

o

0

_______________________ yES

o

James R. Palamara
Q

NO

0

Ed Piniero

REFERENDUM QUESTION 4

0

HEARING IMPAIRED

COUNTY

City Charter Amendment changing,the date for
election of Chair and Vice chair

THIS COUNTY REFERENDUM

Shalt toe Charter be attended to provide tost in a January
foliowing a year with tie general Cfty election, the new Chair
and Vice Cfcaer shaii be sworn in on toe test regular meeting
in January as opposed to January 2nd and providing that toe
one year terras sneli be adjusted accordingly?

QUESTION WILL APPEAR IN ALL

If you are hearing impaired and need
assistance call:
1-800-955-8771 (Deaf Services Relay)

CITY OF MADEIRA BEACH

PRECINCTS

THESE RACES WILL APPEAR IN

Ten (10) Year Extension of the “Penny for Pinellas”
One-Cent (1<) Infrastructure Sales Surtax

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

MADEIRA BEACH

Shall the ‘Penny tor Pinellas’ one-cent <t£) local
infrastructure sates surtax be extended for art additional ten
ftO) years to finance county and municipal
including roads, bridges, parks; tend and environmental
preservation, drainage, public safety, hf urricane sheltering.

COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 3
(Vote for One)
0

George A Gonzalez

COMPLIES WITH THE

0

FOR the one-cent

o

AGAINST the one-cent sales tax

o

Nancy T. Oakley

AMERICANS WITH

COMMISSIONER DISTRICT 4
(Vote for One)

DISABILITIES ACT. TO

Steve Kochick

o

Beverly T. Liselle

o

THESE QUESTIONS WILL APPEAR IN
PRECiNCTS WITHIN THE PINELLAS
SUNCOAST FIRE & RESCUE DISTRICT

Non-Ad

PlnrteSuriMasrt

« Fire & Rescue District be authorized
o Chapter 191 F.S. and spec# act to amend its
•
•'
1
“-ished in 2003 from
e to $280; tor undeveloped,
rease of
d each category of other-commercial property with
cessments an increase of §70 per toe first 590
:eet and $0.20 per square foot over 50Q square feet?

DOCUMENT, CONTACT
THE OFFICE OF HUMAN

RIGHTS AT (727) 464-4062
(VOICE/TEXT).

YES

Shall the Charter be amended to provide that future
amendments to the Charter, which are required to be made
to comply with state or federal laws regulating toe election
process, may be made by ordinance instead of by
referendum after recommendation of fhe Mayor and upon

TREASURE ISLAND DISTRICT 1

COMMISSIONER
(Vote for no more than Two)

Bert Valery

FORMATS OF THIS

In order to comply with recent changes in Stele law, shall
toe Charter be amended to change toe deadline for toe
Canvassing Board to meet for toe. purpose of canvassing
election retoms to a date not later than one week after toe
final election results are provided to toe City Cleric by toe
Supervisorof Elections?

’

THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

OBTAIN ACCESSIBLE

Charter amendment to comply with State taw
changing when toe canvassing board canvasses

REFERENDUM QUESTION 3
■ PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

PINELLAS COUNTY

Q

0

Hany James Andropoulos

Courtland Yarborough

ALL POLLING PLACES
ARE ACCESSIBLE TO
PEOPLE WITH
DISABILITIES. SPECIAL
VOTING ASSISTANCE IS
AVAILABLE.

Partially releasing restrictive covenants on
portions of former City property now part of Vinoy

THESE RACES WILL APPEAR IN
PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF

TARPON SPRINGS

EARLY VOTING

$T. PETERSBURG
REFERENDUM QUESTION 1

Marlene Shaw

POLLS OPEN AT 7:00 A.M.
AND CLOSE AT 7:00 P.M.

Q

N°

0

Linda Chaney

THIS RACE WILL APPEAR IN

»

PRECINCTS-WITHINTHECITYOF

COUNCIL SEAT 1
(Vote for One)

__________________________ YE5

o

No

o

REFERENDUM QUESTIONS
Charter Amendment requiring City Council Member
Vacancies to be filled within 45 days
Shai) toe Charter be amended to require ail vacancies on
City Courid to be fifed by appointment within 45 days and

remove toe option to waftfor next election to fill toe vacancy?

YFS O
N°

o

REFERENDUM QUESTION 6
Charter Amendment correcting typographical
errors, making ciarif(cations and deleting obsolete
language
Shall the City Charter be amended to correct typographical
errors, to Insert clarifying language and to delete obsolete
language?

YES

o

v6s o

“

o

NO

________________ OLDSMAR_____________

O

THIS SAMPLE BALLOT IS PREPARED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH F,S. 101.20, FLORIDA STATUTES,
AND IS FURNISHED BY THE OFFICE OF:

DEBORAH CLARK

o

Greg N.Rublee

O'

Loretta Wyandt

SUPERVISOR OF ELECTIONS
PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA

Pinellas Suncoast Fire & Rescue District
Referendum
Shall Pinellas Suncoast Fire. & Rescue District be authorized
to seek an amendment to its Special act granteog toe District
the authority to, without referendum, annually increase its
rate of assessments in. an amount not to exceed the average
annual growth rate in Florida personal.income over toe
previous 5 years pursuant to Section 191.005(2), Florida
Statutes?

TOWN OF REOiNGTON BEACH

TO UPDATE YOUR SIGNATURE,
PLEASE COMPLETE A VOTER
REGISTRATION
APPLICATION
AND RETURN IT TO ANY
PINELLAS COUNTY SUPERVISOR
OF
ELECTIONS
OFFICE.
APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED
AT ANY PUBLIC LIBRARY, DRIVER
LICENSE OFFICE OR SUPERVISOR
OF ELECTIONS OFFICE. FOR
ADDITIONAL LOCATIONS OR
AN ONLINE APPLICATION, VISIT
WWW.VOTEPINELLAS.COM.
SIGNATURE UPDATES CAN BE
MADE AT ANY TIME, BUT MUST
BE RECEIVED BEFORE ABSENTEE
BALLOTS ARE CANVASSED IN
ORDER TO BE ACCEPTED FOR AN
ELECTION. (F.S. 98.077)

ves

o

NO

O

THESE RACES WILL APPEAR IN

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE TOWN OF

REDINGTON BEACH

»NtCtPAt

MAYOR
(Vote for One)

CITY OF 8EUEAIR BEACH

0
James Hoffman

THIS QUESTION WILL APPEAR IN
0

Nick Simons

PRECINCTS WITHIN THE CITY OF
BELLEAIR BEACH -

Removing the Police Department as a Charter
Department end to Contract forPollceSenrices

COMMISSIONER
(Vote for no more than Two)
0

MarkR-Deighton

The Diane Linscott Jazz Quintet,
Linscott on vocals
Many years ago, someone said “You’re
never too old to learn.” In Diane Linscott’s
casS, you’re never too old to learn...how to
sing. Visiting her website, a biography reads
that Diane got a late start as a singer. Having
been bitten by the bug to sing, she made the
decision “after raising a family,” that she
would pursue her dream of becoming a
professional vocalist. Diane earned a talent
scholarship and was accepted into the “Jazz
In July” program at the University of
Massachusetts. At the time, jazz icon Dr.
Billy Taylor was sitting in as guest director
and her new careef was about to begin.
Unfortunately, on the day she was to depart
Q
on her new adventure, her husband suffered
cardiac arrest and passed away. Nevertheless,
the very next year, she reapplied and was
accepted again. Her singing, which was also
her passion became her own special way of
healing.
On Friday, March 2nd, as usual, I was at
the Jazz Club of Sarasota’s popular event
“Jazz at Two.” The featured group was the
Diane Linscott Quintet. Little did I imagine
what a great jazz concert this would he. I was
delighted when I heard that the famous
Duncan Lamont was in town, and would be
playing tenor saxophone in the group. Also,
the outstanding jazz musician Mark
Neuenschwander who leads his own jazz
group was assigned to playing bass for the
Linscott group. Keeping time on the drums
was the ever-so-ready Johnny Moore, and
providing icing on the cake, on keyboards,
Charlie Prawdzik. Both Moore and Prawdzik
are dynamite jazz musicians.
Long before relocating to Florida, I had
heard about Duncan Lamont. He was bom in
Scotland, and played trumpet with the Kenny
Graham’s Afro Cuban Group. He later
switched over to playing tenor saxophone,
and eventually became a jazz studio player.
You could honestly say that Duncan has
played with almost everyone in show
business. He’s worked with Henry Mancini,
Benny Goodman, Gil Evans, Nelson Riddle,
Peggy Lee, Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett,
Bing Crosby, Count Basie, Fred Astaire,
Benny Carter, Mel Torme, Paul McCartney,
and many, many more. And, more than often,
Duncan was the featured soloist.
A multitude of songs written by Duncan
have been performed and recorded by some
of the best vocalists around. They include
such vocalists as: Cleo Laine, Blossom
Dearie, and Natalie Cole. As a player, writer,
arranger and composer, he Jias earned the
respect of jazz great Benny Carter, Johnny
Mandel, Marty Paich and Claire Fisher. In
1992, his “Tomorrow’s Standards” a CD of
Duncan’s songs recorded in New York won
“Best Jazz Album” of the Year in Britain.
Duncan’s tenor saxophone playing is easy
on the ears. He reminds you of Stan Getz, but
has his own style and manner of playing. His

musical runs up and down chords are simply
beautiful. Complementing Duncan with his
lyrical playing was Charlie Prawdzik. It was
the first time I have heard Charlie, but now I
know why musicians consider him to be one
of if not the best keyboard accompanist in the
Tampa Bay area. Bass player Neuenschwander,
delighted the audience with his expressive
bass solos.
On the jazz standard “You Do Something
To Me”, Diane proved that hers is a voice to
be reckoned with. Mark played a steady
walking bass line, while Moore kept perfect
time on drums. When Mark soloed, Moore
kept a light rap beat going, allowing Mark to
stretch it out. The vocals by Diane on
“Everything Happens To Me” demonstrated
how capable she is in singing a very slow tune
without losing time. The rhythm section
played with great musical warmth while
Charlie on keyboards expanded his musical
range by adding violin strings in the
background from his acoustical keyboard.
The sound was beautiful, as if being played
by a full-size orchestra. On “Keeping Out Of
Mischief Now!” Diane did her usual fine
vocals, but the focus came down to Mark.
Whether he’s just “plucking” or “strumming”,
he continuously plays a whole lot of bass.
Diane broke out with a slow ballad type of
“Yesterdays”, melancholy and sad, but right
after the first chorus the band picked up the
tempo and started swinging. What a nice twist
to one of my favorite songs. On this uptempo
stretch,, Duncan was really fired up, and
seemed to be saying “Hey, this is what I’m all
about.”
The group went on to play a couple of all
instrumental tunes with Duncan demonstrating
why he’s still considered to be one of the top
tenor saxophonists in jazz today. Duncan
delighted the audience by playing a tune he
wrote called “Mr. Ben”, a tune used as
background for a British television program
that has been running for many years. Moore’s
energetic drumming thrilled the audience.
Slowing things down and reminiscing just a
bit, Diane took on a Judy Garland hit tune
“Happiness Is A Thing Called Joe”. Not only
did Diane stand out with her vocal styling, but
Charlie’s keyboard was delightfully melodious,
reminiscent of the late great Bill Evans.
The audience was happy and friendly as
usual, and the music as always of high caliber.
Everyone’s spirit was transported to a joyful
place at least for the weekend. In case you’re
in the mood to hear some great jazz and outof-this-world tenor saxophone playing; on
Friday, March 23rd at 2 p.m., Duncan Lamont
will be returning to “Jazz at Two” with his
own jazz quartet. Come on out to Bayfront
Community Center, 803 N. Tamiami Trail,
Sarasota. I’ll be there. I wouldn’t miss it for
the world.
3|C SfC JjC

Remember to “Keep Jazz Alive” by
“Supporting Live Jazz!”

Jazz fans - do you have any feedback? I
would like to hear from YOU! You may visit
my website at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or
email me at JazzJamm@aolcom. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s Jazz
Jamm, c/o The Weekly Challenger, 2500
M.L. King, Jr. Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

Shall Seam 7.C2 tf the Belleair Beach City Charter he
amended to move the Belleair Beach Police Department

as a charter department, and to direct the oty rairral to

0

Sam Andrew Maniotes

contract police services with another taw enforcement
agency?

0

NCNW International Food Festival and Black Family Reunion

______________________________ o

Fred Steiemwnn

0

NO

Q

Antra Marie Yadevia

American Family!
Feast on setuwjjtioua
- the United States,
Africa, Itafer, Spam,ChinaattdJamaica
Sunday,March U /2007
Fannye A. Ponder Council House
■ }SS5'^AvemeSouth

WE LOVE IT WHEN READERS SAY, “I LOVE THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER!”

4:00 PM
For additional information eontact: Mae McRae

•Support a

Visit Our Website: Online at www.theweeklychallenger.com
1

at organfeatiQntnakiag'adittefencein the
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TAMPA BAY AREA NEWS continued
___

Courtesy of

___

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
March 8,14, & 23» Caregiver Coffee Breaks

March 13 Pinellas County voters will be asked

The Hospice of the Florida Suncoast will offer
opportunities at their community service centers to

to renew the Penny for Pinellas (2010-2020). Visit

share information and encouragement with other

more information.

their website, www.pinellascounty.org/penny for

caregivers who help care for a family member or
friend. The sessions will be: Wednesday, March

March 13,12 noon - Retirement Red Zone at

14, 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., at the Garden House,

3301 5th Avenue South. Presented by Roy James

Roosevelt Blvd, Clearwater; Thursday,

of Roy James Insurance and Financial Services.

5771

A7

film festival of student-created movies, story-telling
by students and a performance by the percussion

Publix

academic skills, leadership abilities, commitment
to family and citizenship. In addition to Miss Blue

Revue, Ms. Sensational Senior Blue Revue will be

ensemble. The night will culminate with a special
announcement by the school Principal, Dr. Denise

announced. For additional information call (813)

Miller. Contact: Rebecca Caudill, at (727) 552-1700

972-1740.

for additional information.
March

24,

10:00 a.m.

until

2:00

p.m.

-

March 23,7 to 10 p.m. & March 24,11:00 a.m.

Links’ African American Youth Forum at the

4:00 p.m - The Highwaymen Art Show and

Pinellas Technical Education Center (PTEC).

March 8, 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., at 2675 Tampa

The seminar will explain pitfalls of retirement and

to

Road, Palm Harbor; and Friday, March 23, 10

how to avoid them

Black And White Party presented by Stone Soup

The event is free to interested youth but

Productions and hosted by Grand Kitchen and

registration is required. Please contact June

Bath. Meet the Highwaymen Artists, the Staff and

Peterman at (727) 866-6431 for more information.

a.m. to 11:30 a.m., at 3050 1st Avenue South, St.

Petersburg. This is a chance for you to ask
questions and learn ways to make this time more
meaningful and comfortable for all concerned. For

March 17-21,9:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. - Annual

Marine Yard Sale,

Eckerd College Waterfront

Board

of

Directors

of

the

Happy

Workers

Preschool. Location: 2448 Central Avenue. For

Beginning April 5 - Sarasota County Civics

information, please call Barb Jiracek, at (727) 523-

Program (4200 54th Avenue South, St. Petersburg).
Used boats, including a large selection of power and

additional information contact Johnnathan Johnson

3451. Reservations are not required.

sailboats and motors, will be sold at a discounted

(727) 214-7061 newwave89@hotmail.com.

101 is a 10-week session that introduces people to
the operations and services of Sarasota County

rate, as well as accessories and electronics. There
March 9 - 11 - 7th Annual Cajun Zydeco

Crawfish

Festival

in Vinoy Park. Visit

Rescue (EC-SAR) Team. *AII sales are final with no
preview. Contact Scott Ferrara, (727) 864-8555.

www.cajunconnection.org for details.
March 11, 4:00 p.m. -

will also be a raffle and refreshments for sale.
Proceeds benefit the Eckerd College Search and

NCNW Annual Black
March 20, 6 to 8 p.m. - Sanderlin’s Evening

Family Reunion and International Food Festival

to take place at the

Council House,

Historic Fannye A. Ponder

Among the Stars. James B. Sanderlin Elementary

1835 9th Avenue South. For

Primary Years Program Candidate School, 2350

additional information contact Mae McRae or
Annie Grant at (727) 374-7241.

22nd Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

33712.

See art displayed children of the school, a virtual

March 24, 6:00 p.m. - Tau Pi Zeta Chapter of

Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Inc., presents Miss Blue
Revue and

Sensational Senior Scholarship

Program - Double Tree Hotel, 4500 W. Cypress

Street, Tampa, FL 33607. The 2006-2007 Blue Revue
is a scholarship program for high school females

(9th-12th) in the Tampa Bay area. The program
focuses on etiquette, community service, and college

preparation. Each participant will be judged on her

Jazz Club Presents Big Band Concert
The Jazz Club’s big band series debuts
Wednesday, March 21, with the 17-piece Jazz
Legacy Big Band, with music director David
Pruyn, at the Sahib Shrine Center, 600 North
Beneva Road, Sarasota. Beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
sounds of the great bands of the past along
with timeless standards by artists such as
Frank Sinatra and Tony Bennett will fill the hall.
Pruyn, an internationally recorded trumpet
player, drummer and singer, fronts a group of
seasoned professionals whose credits include
The Johnny Carson Show, Radio City Music
Hall, The Hollywood Bowl, the Bands of
Woody Herman, Buddy Rich, Stan Kenton,

Maynard Ferguson and artists such as Maureen
McGovern, Bernadette Peters, Natalie Cole,
Vic Damone and Michael Feinstein.
David has played for numerous Broadway
shows, including “A Chorus Line”,
“Dreamgirls”, “Starlight Express” and “The
Tap Dance Kid.” He has appeared on many
network television shows and has had
numerous concert appearances- with such
artists as his long-time friend, Harry Connick,
Jr. He has also played with Mel Torme,
Rosemary Clooney, Doc Severinsen, Carol
Lawrence, Dolly Parton, Barbara Mandrell
and Bill Cosby. As a conductor, David has

Thursday, March 8, noon to 1 p.m., at the
Clearwater Main Library, 100 N. Osceola
Ave.
The first 25 to arrive get a spot at the
sample table. Recipes and' additional

workings of particular areas of county government.
Each spring and fall twenty-five people are selected

per term on a first-come, first-served basis.
Applications are available on the county's Web

site at www.scgov.net by clicking on Neighborhood

Services, then Neighborhood University.

For more information about Civics 101, call
the Sarasota County Call Center at 941-861-5000

or e-mail neighbor@scgov.net.

LITTLE THINGS MAKE
A BIG DIFFERENCE

worked for Peter Allen, Ben Vereen and
Donna MacKechnie on a nationally televised
tribute to acclaimed director Michael Bennett.
David’s singing is often compared to that of
Mel Torme.
The Jazz Club expects to present an
ongoing series of big band and large-group
concerts next season, as a complement to the
popular Friday Jazz at Two small-group
showcase, held at the Bayfront Community
Center. Please call The Jazz Club at (941)
366-1552 for tickets or additional information.

DAILY BREAD DELIVERY.
SOUPS FROM SCRATCH.
SERVICE WITH A SMILE
COME SEE WHAT WE MEAN.
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 328-8309
MID PENINSULA tEAFOOD
MARKET A RSTAURANT

Publix Apron’s Cooking School Presents
A St. Patrick’s Day Celebration
CLEARWATER - Join Publix Apron’s
Cooking School Chef Bii Mitchell as he
prepares a St. Patrick’s Day Celebration
(Sheppard’s Pie, North Sea Gravlax
(Caraway cured Salmon, and Soda Bread),

government. Each week, staff from different county
departments introduce participants to the inner

seating will be available. No sign up is
necessary. For more information, call
(727) 562-4970, ext. 5284.

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. to 9 p.m
Sunday... Gone Fishin

PALLADIUM
at ST.

PETERSBURG COLLEGE

in

Free Cholesterol and Diabetes Screenings
Information: 800-713-3301 (No-Appointments)

r

Side Door Jazz: The Al Secen Jazz Workshop:
Plays the Music of Cal Tjader
Produced by Rick Gee's Jazz Jamm

March 23 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Medical Arts Pharmacy, 1804 59th Street West, Bradenton, FL.
March 26 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Radiance Pharmacy, 110 Clearwater Largo Road South, Largo, FL.
March 28 -10:00 a.m. ■ 5:00 p.m. Tampa Drug and Diabetic Center, 1010 East Busch Blvd., Tampa, FL.
March 29 to 31 -10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at Kmart, 26996 US Hwy 19 North, Clearwater, FL.

Thursday, March 8,7:30 p.m., $20

► Prayer that Heals Terrorism and Conflict

Ryder Stevens, Church of Christ Scientist
Saturday, March 10,11 a.m., FREE ADMISSION

► Jazz Brasil!—Canto do Rio
Produced by EMIT

'Hie choice application period is

Saturday, March 10,8 p.m., $15—$25

Sweet Adelines: Applause '07

I - ■

UH

?

I

Sunday, March 11,3 p.m., $5—$15

IH

l| ill |

► Festival of States Junior Sungoddess

Preliminary Competition
Wednesday, March 14,7 p.m., FREE ADMISSION

► Side Door Jazz: Impromptu

Who Must Apply?

Thursday, March 15,7:30 p.m., $20

Students starting
Simians
storting kindergarten,
kindergarten
aand
' << yi
iff 6th» w
It M mu
ww
lie school
those entering a Pinellas public
schc for the first time in
August 2007 NEED TO APPLY.

Incoming kindergarteners and new s

Suncoast Singers Show Chorus: A Salute to Spring
Sunday, March 18,3:30 p.m., $10—$15

erits MUST be

registered at a Family Education and

► FioriMezzo Orchestra Spring Concert

before applying.

Tuesday, March 20,7:30 p.m., $10-$15

Children turning 5 nn nr hefoie Sept 1,2007, are eligible to
start kindergarlen in August

Sincere Concert #4
Florida Orchestra Brass Quintet

Family Education and
Information Centers
North County Location

South County Location

1101 Marshall St

3420 Eighth Ave. S
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Phone:(727)552-1595
Fax: (727) 552-1604

Clearwater, FL 33755
Phone: <727) 298-2858
Fax:(727)298-2864

Tuesday, March 27,7:30 p.m., $12—$20
Dress Circle Event

BOX OFFICE (727) 822-3590 • www.mypalladium.org
253 FIFTH AVE. N., ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33701
MEDIA SPONSOR
Srt JkkrsiHjrg

till

..

www.pinellaschoice.org

ml

■

at

2007 OLYMPIAN SPONSORS Gus & FrartcesStavros, Hough Family Foundation, Mark & Marianne Mahaffey,

Progress Energy, R8C Dain Rauscher/Sembler Company, Synovus Sank, Tech Data, St. Petersburg Times, Ray and
Napicy Murray. Sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of State, Envision of Cultural Affairs, the

Florida Arts Council, the'National Endowment for the Arts and the City of St. Petersburg.

Additional Parking at Synovus Bank 333 3rd St. N.

i

CLASSIFIED ADS...get results!
Advertise your next garage sale here • Call Today! to place your ad • (727) 896-2922
PICK OF THE
WEEK!

07-10-18
21-32-39

LOTBVry

Pension, Retirement, and Tax Planning - Cash Management Concepts
Personal Insurance and Legal Expense Plans - Identity Theft Protection

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
Cancelled or Non-Renewed ???

Alfonso Woods

WE CAN HELP!!!

Ananias Financial Associates

4905 34th Street South #168
St Petersburg, Florida 33711

CA$H 3

3651 42™* Ave. South, Suite C-104
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

Larry Eugene Walker
Insurance

(727) 424-5850
(888) 791 - 5348

http;//ww.mBdrnonflvmBtter3.com

(727) 393-4617

deanofsoul@yahoo.com

412 853 698

REED CHIROPRACTIC, P.L.L.C.

Great Automobile Rates
Over 20 years of Experience

537 243 967

CHIROPRACTIC AND ACUPUNCTURE
HEALTH CARE
MASSAGE THERAPY

Serving Pasco, Pinellas, and
Hillsborough Counties

DOG DAYS

A

LG Computer Services
Lucius Gibson ID

Office: 727-2330654
Fax;
727-3727172
Cetb
727480-9333
lgibson@luciusgibson.com

Your Home and Business
Technology Solutions Provider

2-8 3-6 5-2
7-8 4-3 1-5

Stand up for Change!

Living with HIV/AIDS?
Happy with your services?

AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS, SPORTS INJURIES,
MEDICARE AND MEDICAID

A

NEUROMUSCULAR & RELAXATION THERAPY
ACCEPTING AETNA & UNITED HEALTH CARE AND MOST
INSURANCE PLANS

We need your ideas. Get involved! Help decide
how federal funds are used in your community.
You have the POWER to make a difference.

www.luciusgibson.com

Ms. Patricia Williams, L.MT.

Dr. Kelly M. Reed, Jr.

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CALL (727) 864-1882

Call Nicole at 727-217-7921 Today!

If you think there might be

KENNETH WELCH
Accountant, MBA

Phone 894-0511
823-7910

a warrant for your arrest...
Please call

(727)322-0664

w

WELCH
ACCOUNTING & TAX SERVICE

Avoid the embarrassment of being

ARRESTED!

5 Creations

......I,..a,,...,.,,,,I.,.,

Computerized Accounting & Bookkeeping Systems

foskion for the sojufUsticatnCfWy tn you!

1601 - 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

JOHNNY L. WELCH
Accountant, MS

Webb’s
Bail
Bomb

Ma

DAVID T. WELCH
Accountant, EdD

Kathy Brookins, Owner

Hours of Operation:

(813)546-5053 (Telephone)

Monday

Tuesday ’
Wcd-Fri
Saturday

Located at;

Easy Payment
Plans

1315 W.C«» Street
Tampa, FL 33606

FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION

Collateral
not always needed

826 49th St. 8.
St. Pete FI. 33707

■

BID NUMBER:

FWC 06/07-83

BID TITLE:

Parker 2520 XLD Sport Cabin Boat & Trailer

BID OPENING:

March 15,2007 @ 3:30 P.M.

CONTACT PERSON:

Alejandro Acosta 305/289-2330, Ext 121

MARy KAy*

For a complete copy oMhebid,«goto

Dianne Speights

http://fcn.state.fl.ug/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_wWw.main_menu or
FAX your request to (850^ 921-2500.

n

. dosed >>

Appointment Only

Independent Beauty Consultant
P.O. Box 11474
SL Petersburg, FL 33733
727-866-6621
727-896-6556
dspeights @marykay. com
www.marykay.com/dspeights

Leslie Curran
intmotive@aol.com
tel

fax

727.898.6061
727.898.9125

1110 Central Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL

Interior Motives

■

——INC

33705
Art • Framing • Accessories • Gifts

St___ ___ ---------------------

Employment Opportunities
$$ MAKE EXTRA MONEY SELLING THE WEEKLY CHALLENGER $$

Circulation/Marketing Coordinator
The Weekly Challenger Newspaper is seeking an Independent Contractor
to develop and implement a Circulation Business/Marketing Plan.

INDEPENDENT CARRIERS

The Weekly Challenger is seeking motivated independent entrepreneurs
to sell the weekly publication. To apply, or for additional information
contact Harrison Nash by calling (727) 896-2922.

ft.

UMteanUMnaw

Maurice Franklin
Realtor
727-42MJ«Ce8
727-321-230 «lt
727-321-2321 f#l

If

The plan should include goals, objectives and strategies for growth and
Christian / Motivational Speaking Engagements
Training in Domestic / Substance Abuse and Religion

maintenance. The contractor will target demographics routes, identify

new vendors and service existing vendors.

MW, INC

Graphic Designer
A9700094

A9400126

SGA260052

The Weekly Challenger Newspaper

is seeking a graphic designer to assist the art
director with layout of the newspaper on Mondays and Tuesdays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

• Must be proficient in Quark Xpress, Photoshop, and Microsoft Word
• Must have experience scanning and formatting photos
• Must be detail oriented, reliable, and able to work as part of a team

This would be a great opportunity for a student. •
The hours for this position may increase as our paper grows.

For Interview, email resume to
wcads@tampabay.rr>com
er call (727) 896-2922.

Breaking Free By Faith
Outreach Ministries, Inc.
"Where Chains Are Broken and Yokes Are Destroyed
P.O. Box 12755, St. Petersburg, FL 33733
170118th Avenue S, St. Petersburg. FL 33712

(727) 894-6977

Security Guards
Hiring licensed
security guards

Call for interview
C7*7) 755-5909

Ernest James, Founder
(727)688-4865

Dr. / Pastor Clarissa Hersey-James
(727) 687-9518

.(727),328-8898

Me

<m) 828-7125

,tv Restaura„.
'

1143 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

uncledea@excite.com
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SECTION B

BLACK HISTORY

Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday

Thin!

Black History Celebrates African American Baseball Players

Satchel Paige
One of the greatest pitchers of
all time! After two decades in the
Negro Leagues, pitcher Satchel
Paige signed with the Cleveland
Indians in 1948. At age 42, this
"veteran-rookie" helped his team
win the American League pennant.

Thomas “Cool Papa” Bell
Hall of Fame member. He
became part of Detroit baseball

history when he joined the Wolves.

The fastest man to ever play the

game of baseball.

J immie Crutchfield

Ted “Double Duty” Radcliffe

Crutchfield batted 286 his rookie
year for the 1930 Birmingham
Black Barons, and in 1931 he
moved to the Indianapolis ABC's
and batted .330, believed to be his
career high.

Nicknamed "Double Duty" ,
he played one game as a pitcher
and a second as catcher on the
same day. At his death in 2005,
aged 103, he was the oldest
living professional baseball
player on record.

Sam “Toothpick" Jones

Larry Doby

Pitched for the Homestead
Grays and Cleveland Buckeyes
in the late 1940s before joining
the Detroit Tigers in 1962.

The first black player to lead

the league in home runs and RBls.
At the age of 36 the former Newark

Eagle was selected to the National
Baseball Hall of Fame in 1998.

He Started It
Andrew (Rube) Foster
A great pitcher in his prime,
but he is not generally remembered
for his arm. Rube is the man
who organized the first black
baseball league, the Negro
National League. Due to his
great management, the league
stayed together for many
years.

Hank Aaron
The “Hammer.” Hank Aaron is
the greatest home run hitter in
Major League history. Originally
playing for the Indianapolis
Clowns of the Negro American
4 League, Aaron was the last
player from the Negro Leagues
to reach the Majors. He holds
more Major League batting
records than any other player in
history, including most home
runs (lifetime 755) and most
RBIs (lifetime 2,297). He
became the first big leaguer to
total 3,000 hits and 500 home
runs. Aaron was elected the Hall
of Fame in 1982.

Josh Gibson

Elected to Major League Baseball
Hall of Fame in 1972. Among the
biggest draws in the Negro Leagues,
Gibson is generally considered one of
the most prodigious power hitters in
the history of professional baseball.
Josh led the Negro National League in
home runs for 10 consecutive years;
credited with 75 home runs in 1931.

He Finished It
Jockie Robinson
Broke the Major League
Baseball color barrier when he
became the first black baseball
player in the U.S. major leagues
during the 20th century. As an
infielder and outfielder for the Brooklyn
Dodgers of the National League from 1947
through 1956.

Don Newcombe
Roy Componella
Originally played for the Negro
League Baltimore Elite Giants. He ^vas
named National League MVP three
times, including a 1953 selection when
he set single-season records for catchers
with 41 homers and an National League
best 142 RBI’s. His career was cut short
by a tragic auto accident prior to the 1958

Ernie Bonks
Banks went directly from the Kansas
City Monarchs of the Negro Leagues
to the Chicago Cubs. Ernie went on to
hit‘512 home runs and win two MVP
awards in a Hall of Fame career.

Played for the Newark Eagles
from 1944-45. Called up to the
Brooklyn Dodgers, Newcombe
was the first African American
pitcher. In his rookie year,
Newcombe was voted the Rookie
of the Year. In 1956, he won the
Cy Young and Most Valuable Player
Awards.

ANDREW RUBE FOSTER
AND
JACKIE ROBINSON
■t aBStalf

Joe Black

Monte Irvin

Played eight years in the Negro League.
Pitched and won two championships for the
Baltimore Giants and Joined the majors in
1952. He was the first black pitcher to win
a World Series game. He was named NL
Rookie of the Year in 1952.

Played for the Newark Eagles.
After the 1948-49 season the New
York Giants paid the Newark Eagles
$5,000 for Irvin. Irvin became the
first player from the Negro Leagues
to win the RBI title.

Willie Mays

Elston Howard

Willie Mays, the "Say Hey Kid,"
played with the Birmingham Black
Barons (1948-1950), New York Giants
(1951-1957), San Francisco Giants
(1958-1972), New York Mets (19721973)

Played for the Kansas City
Monarchs of the Negro American
League until the New York Yankees
signed him in 1950 making him the
first African-American to ever play
for the Yankees.
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STATE NEWS
Council Meets To Discuss Plight of National Patient Safety Awareness
Week is March 4 - March 10
Black Men And Boys In Florida

State Rep. Frank Peterman
By: STEPHEN MAJORS

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - The
Council on the Social Status of
Black Men and Boys was charged
with studying and helping the plight
of black men and boys throughout
Florida who have disproportionally
high incarceration, drug use and
murder rates was borne out of the
experiences of its creators.
State Rep. Frank Peterman
remembered the handful of his best
friends who were gunned down in
their early 20s, he told the first
meeting of the Council on the
Social Status of Black Men and
Boys on Tuesday.
“I made a pledge before I left
this process to do something to
address their Heaths,” said Peterman,
D-St. Petersburg, one of two
lawmakers who last year sponsored
the bill to create the council. “I

hope we can be very frank in our
discussion of African-American
males.”
The 20-member council,
consisting of lawmakers, state
agency representatives, a psychologist
and community members, will meet
quarterly to first determine the
conditions affecting black males,
and then make legislative and
general recommendations on how
to stem the tide of lives that have
run off the tracks. They spoke
Tuesday of finding the balance
between identifying problems and
avoiding the stereotypes that already
dominate discussions. While one of
every three black males crosses
paths with the criminal justice
system, they said, two out of three
do not providing examples of
resilience and success.
Florida joins at least two other
states in setting up such a council.
The council has a challenging
mandate but was given few specifics
to follow. Some were already speaking
Tuesday of the need for a bigger
budget so they could travel to
prisons, schools and communities
around the state, and so the council
could be made permanent. It is
currently slated to last four years.
State Sen. Frederica Wilson, the
other sponsor of the bill to create
the council, said the black male was
an “endangered species,” deserving
of all the same attention given to
manatees, for example.
“We’re getting ready to set up
millions of dollars of foundations to
save this manatee,” said Wilson,

D-Miami. “The alligator, the
crocodile. We have the redwood
forest. All of these are endangered
species that this country has
wrapped its arm around with
foundations. But no one has looked
at this black man.”
“What is more important to
save?” Wilson said. “Animals, forests
or people?”
The council needs to avoid
jumping to conclusions, said Attorney
General Bill McCollum, but there
are two areas where it can come up
with potential solutions.
“We need to have programs that
will divert those children and young
people from the path that they’re on that
leads to this type of incarceration in
the first place,” said McCollum, who
coordinated the formation of the
council.
He also said ex-offendets are
not prepared to re-enter society when
they leave prison.
“We don’t do a good job of that
as a state,” McCollum said.
While Gov. Charlie Crist has
said he favors automatic restoration
of civil rights for offenders who
have completed their sentences,
McCollum said he is unwilling to
look at that for the most egregious
crimes like murder and rape'.
McCollum wants to increase
the number of staffers involved in
the clemency process so no ex
offender has to wait longer than a
year to have his rights reinstated.
The council’s next meeting is
tentatively schejjulgd May 30 in
Orlando.

Power Panel Formed To Discuss
Entrepreneurs In Segregated South
Event Will Highlight the
Successes of Past, Black
Business Leaders
TAMPA- On Thursday, April 5,
BlackInTheBay.com and fellow
partner groups will host a panel
discussion to explore and celebrate
the remarkable stories of black
entrepreneurs in Florida’s segregated
past. Entrepreneurs in the Segregated
South (Discovering our Past Guiding
our Future) has attracted leading
authors, business owners, chamber
executives, and cultural historians.
Hie “Power Panel” includes: Fred
Hearns, author and community
strategist; Dr. Cheryl Rodriguez, Afro
Cuban professor and anthropologist;
Clifton Lewis, historian and
director of the L.B. Efrown House
in Bartow; and Jacquie Small,
Board Member of the Dr. Carter G.
Woodson African American Museum.
The moderator is Dr. Diane Welch,

Director of the Florida Entrepreneur
& Family Business Center at
University of Tampa’s Sykes
College of Business. The April 5th
event will be hosted in the University
of Tampa’s Plant Hall (Music Room)
at 6 pm.
The focus will be exploring the
dynamic but often overlooked tale
of African American commercial
vision, verve, and success in Bay
Area history. The vision is that this
evening will spark commitments
for a traveling display and ongoing
discussion that resonates across the
Bay community in the coming year.
The result can bring to life for
business leaders and students alike
of any race role models and mentors
from our past. Their examples are
certain to be both invigorating and
instructive for all! “I believe every
black man and woman has the
potential to start their own
business: it’s in their heart and soul.

It’s just got to be pulled out.
Sometimes necessity pulls it out.
Sometimes courage and confidence
pull it out. Sometimes education,
preparation and support from loved
ones pull it out. And sometimes it
never gets pulled out. I salute those
who are bold enough to live their
American dreams, to open and
maintain successful businesses,”
say Fred Hearns.
The Entrepreneurs in the
Segregated South evening will
serve as the kick-off event for
ReclaimingOurHeritage.org’s
annual week-long festival, the Florida
Heritage Celebration. The program
■ will also be a part of Florida’s
statewide Florida Heritage Month
(March 15-April 15).
For more information, please
contact Keisha Pickett at (813) 9039247
or
Kpickett@blackinthebay.com.

Travolta Donates $15,000 To
Florida Tornado Victims

I

Photo courtesy
www.diamondvues.

John Travolta

OCALA, (AP) - John Travolta
donated $15,000 to central Florida
tornado victims at the hometown
premiere of his new film “Wild Hogs.”
Travolta presented a personal
check for $15,000 to Lady Lake
Mayor Max Pullen before the film
screening Friday night in Ocala that
raised an additional $15,000 in
donations. A storing of tornadoes
killed 21 people, many from Lady
Lake, and destroyed hundreds of
home as they skipped across central
Florida in the early morning of Feb. 2.
“These things happen in Florida
and when they happen we all have
to do something to help,” said

Travolta, who has lived in Ocala for
about four years.
“I just felt the time was right,”
he said. “We’re promoting a movie.
I think the best movie openings and
promotions are when you can do it
for charity and help people. I live
here. These are my people.”
Pullen said he was moved by
Travolta’s gesture, and Ocala
Mayor Randy Ewers presented the
actor with a key to the ci|y.
“This means a lot’and helps lift
the spirit of our people,” Pullen
said. “When they know somebody
as big a star as John Travolta cares
about them, it makes a difference.’

This year, the Florida Justice
Association would like to kick off
that effort by releasing “10 Things
You Can Do as a Patient to
Prevent Medical Error,” which
you will find attached to this email.
Our commitment to advocating
for increased patient safety in
Florida begins with urging consumers
to take an active and involved role
in their health care. From seeking
accurate and complete medical
information about their health care
providers to knowing what health
care issues are being addressed on
both the state and local levels,
Floridians can become active and
informed health care consumers taking the first steps towards
preventing medical errors in
Florida.
Patient Safety Awareness Week
is an annual national education and
awareness building campaign for
improving patient safety at the local
level. Started by the National
Patient Safety Foundation (NPSF),
Patient Safety Awareness Week is a
chance for health care organizations
and patient safety advocacy groups
across the country to plan events to
promote patient safety within their
own communities. Activities and
events center around educating
patients to become involved in their
own health care and encouraging
partnerships to actively promote
public patient safety awareness. To
find out more about Patient Safety
Awareness Week, please visit the
NPSF website at www.npsf.org.
Who’s Watching Out for You?

Patient safety in today’s health
care industry depends almost
exclusively on self-regulation.
Currently, Florida law requires
hospitals to report serious patient
injury or death to patients, their
families and the Agency for Health
Care Administration within 15 days
of occurrence. These “Code 15” reports
alert both patients and regulators to
potential problems that may need
fixing. They are available at
www.floridahealthstat.com.
It is only reasonable to expect
your health care provider to notify
you when something goes wrong
during your medical treatment. This
year, however, hospitals are seeking

But four years later, that still hasn’t
happened.
Leading medical malpractice
insurance companies, such as First
Professionals Insurance Company
(FPIC), are still taking advantage of
the doctors and consumers of
Florida and reaping windfall profits
Who’s in Charge of Protecting
in the process. To see just how good
Your Safety?
FPIC’s profits are, just look at their
With consumer representation on recently released 2007 annual
Florida’s Board of Medicine below report.
the national average and reports
Clearly the insurance industry
suggesting dangerous leniency in has ignored the legislature’s intent.
its disciplining of doctors who harm If the people of Florida are going to
patients, the Florida Board of give up their rights to fair and equal
Medicine is not doing its job.
justice, they should get something
By increasing the number of in return. With simple measures
consumer members on the Florida such as a mandatory rate rollback,
Board of Medicine, we can move requiring insurers to file complete
one step closer towards ensuring and truthful finance reports and
the safety of patients in Florida. By giving consumers a voice in the rate
also requiring that physician members approval process, we can force the
have unblemished medical licenses insurance industry to give Florida’s
and ensuring that consumer members doctors the relief they sought in
have no financial interest in the 2003.
medical industry, we can increase
How Can You Improve the
accountability standards in Florida’s
Safety of Your Health Care?
medical industry. And better
The most important thing that
accountability brings us one step
you can do as a health care
closer to ending medical errors.
consumer is voice your concerns.
What Are Your Rights?
Every year, the medical industry
Some teaching hospitals hospitals tries to convince your elected
that provide medical training are officials to limit your rights so they
trying to limit responsibility for can avoid responsibility when they
their medical errors. Patients who do something wrong. You have a
go to teaching hospitals have every right to know what changes are
right to expect that they will receive being made and how they affect
the same standard of care and have your rights and the quality of your
the same rights and protections they health care.
would receive at non teaching
Pay attention to the decisions
hospitals. Florida’s teaching hospitals your elected representatives are
already receive special protections making on your behalf. Most major
granted to all hospitals by the changes to the law that affect your
legislature in 2003. To find out if health care are reported in the
your local hospital is one of die media. If you have a specific
twelve teaching hospitals operating concern regarding a health care
in Florida, you can visit issue, then call, email or write your
www.healthguideusa.org.
elected legislators and let them
In 2003, the insurance industry know. You can find out information
and their special interest groups about the legislature, your elected
told Floridians that they had to officials and the issues being
choose between access to health addresses each session at the
care and their constitutional rights. myflorida.com website. Take the
In response to these claims, the time to remind your legislators
legislature capped damages in that they work for you. To find out
medical malpractice cases. Their more about proposed legislation
intent was to lower insurance rates that would affect the safety of
and increase malpractice insurance Florida’s health care consumers:
availability for Florida’s doctors. www.floridajusticeassociation.org

to eliminate mandatory reporting in
Florida, Without this, regulators
will have no way of knowing when
a dangerous person or condition
threatens the health and safety of
Florida’s patients making health
care more dangerous for all Floridians.

Crist Says “It’s A New day” At FEA
Building Dedication
By: BELLKACZOR

TALLAHASSEE (AP) - Gov.
Charlie Crist received a warm
reception Monday from the Florida
Education Association at a ceremony
dedicating FEA’s headquarters to the
late Doug Jamerson, a legislator,
state education commissioner, labor
secretary and one of Crist’s high
school teachers.
Crist’s speech at the Jamerson
Building was in sharp contrast to
the adversarial relationship that his
predecessor, Jeb Bush, had with the
statewide teachers union.
“It’s a privilege to be in front of
this building,” Crist said. “It’s a new

day.”
Florida School Boards Association
executive director Wayne Blanton
also used the “new day” phrase to
describe the difference between the
two Republican governors in an
interview before the ceremony. He
noted Bush had met only once with
the FEA for about 20 minutes
during his eight year in office,
which ended Jan. 2.
“It’s a new era of cooperation
up here,” Blanton said. “It’s not

‘My way or the highway.’ ”
Crist recalled Jamerson, who
died of cancer at age 53 in 2001, as
“a big man with an enormous
heart.”
“It’s amazing how sometimes
the good die young, and it broke my
heart when we lost Doug,” Crist
said. “I miss my friend.”
Other
speakers
honoring
Jamerson, a Democrat, included a
pair of Republican senators, Jim
King, of Jacksonville and Dennis
Jones, of Seminole. Another was
Vyrle Davis, former Pinellas
County area superintendent and
principal of St. Petersburg High
School when Crist was a student
and Jamerson was a teacher there.
Besides honoring an old friend,
Crist later said he thought it was
important to reach out to teachers.
“It starts with having a good
dialogue and a healthy dialogue
with those that represent them,"
Crist said.
The new governor, though,
shares Bush’s penchant for
performance pay linked to how
much a teacher's students improve
their grades on the Florida

Comprehensive Assessment Test
(FCAT) and other standardized
exams.
The FEA has strongly opposed
such a program called Special
Teachers Are Rewarded, enacted
last year. An FEA lawsuit against
STAR is pending. Legislative
leaders say they want to revise it to
be more palatable to the union and
local school officials.
STAR will provide 5 percent
bonuses to the top 25 percent of the
state’s teachers. Crist has proposed
doubling the awards to 10 percent,
but also wants principals’
evaluations to play a greater role in
deciding who gets the bonuses.
The governor said he will have
more to say about teacher pay in his
state-of-the-state address Tuesday
when the Legislature begins its
regular annual 60-day session.
Jade Moore, executive director
of the Pinellas Classroom Teachers
Association, took a lighthearted jab
at his old friend. He introduced the
governor by saying he was “not the
STAR of the show. That’s for the
teachers.”
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NATIONAL NEWS
•*
Lack Of Black College Football
Coaches Lamented At Hearing
By JOSEPH WHITE
, WASHINGTON (AP)-The lack
of black head coaches in college
football was lamented in powerful
language Wednesday by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, NCAA president Myles
Brand and congressmen from both
parties.
, “When African-American coaches
do well, we’re delighted,” Jackson
told a House subcommittee. “Only
the ignorant are surprised.”
Amid the strong words, however,
the solution might come in a subtle
threat uttered near the end of the
hearing. Perhaps, the point was
made, it’s time to make Title VII do
for black Coaches what Title IX did
for women’s sports.
“I think it’s pretty clear that
embarrassment hasn’t been enough,”
said Richard Lapchick, director of
the Florida-based Institute for
Diversity and Ethics in Sport. “One
of the things we’re thinking about is
Title VII lawsuits,”
Title VD of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act makes it illegal for employers
to discriminate on the basis of race.
The criticism of the colleges
comes after a Super Bowl in which
both teams were led by black coaches:
Tony Dungy of the Indianapolis
Colts and Lovie Smith of the
Chicago Bears. The NFL has made
significant strides in hiring black
coaches in recent years following
the implementation of the “Rooney
Rule,” which forces any team
seeking a poach to interview at least
one minority.
But at the college level, there are
staggeringly few blacks iri charge.'
Of the 119 Division I-A schools,
only six have black head football
coaches. There are even fewer in
the lower divisions: five in Division
I-AA, two in Division II and one in

Division III. The figures exclude
historically black colleges.
In addition, there are only 12
black athletic directors in Division
I-A, and not a single major conference
commissioner is black.
“Sadly, if the pace of progress
remains the same, it will be
approximately 80 years before we
reach a percentage (of coaches) that
even approximates the number of
African-Americans in the general
population,” Brand told the House
Subcommittee on Commerce, Trade
and Consumer Protection. “This is
not only unacceptable, this is
unconscionably wrong.”
The NCAA lacks the power to
tell its' schools whom to hire _ or
even whom to interview _ so Brand
has sought to influence them in
other ways. The Black Coaches
Association’s annual report card on
minority hiring has added some
transparency to the process, and the
NCAA has set up academies for
potential coaches.
But those measures haven’t
been enough to break through the
network that picks a new coach.
The president, athletic director,
search committee, board of trustees
and deep-pocketed boosters all
seem to have a voice, and often
they like to play it safe by hiring
established coaches. Changing such
a culture is difficult, but Brand
doesn’t think the NCAA needs is its
own Rooney Rule to do so.
“I think we have all the tools in
place,” Brand said. “What we don’t
have is talented, superb. AfricanAmerican coaches brought into the
informal networks of athletic
directors and others who are
making the final recommendations.
We heed to find a way to open up
that closed circle.”

Kansas State athletic director
Tim Weiser, who hired a black
coach two years ago, suggested
giving financial incentives to
schools who hire minorities, but
several witnesses went in the other
direction, saying the force of law is
needed to tear down racial barriers.
“History has proven that in
order for any significant progress to
be made in eradicating a social
injustice, legal action has been the
catalyst for change,” said Floyd
Keith, president of the Black
Coaches Association.
Change could come in dramatic
fashion if Lapchick and Keith
succeed with their plans to file a
Title VII lawsuit, which Lapchick
said could happen' in a year or so.
They are looking for the right case,
one backed by a discriminated
coach willing to take a stand.
The Title IX lawsuits decades
ago revolutionized women’s sports,
arid it was the threat of a lawsuit
from Johnnie Cochran and Cyrus
Mehri several years ago that
prompted the NFL to institute the
Rooney Rule.
“We have to put something in
place,” said Fitz Hill, president of
Arkansas Baptist College and a
former assistant at the University at
Arkansas. “Title VII, Title IX,
something has to mandate that we
move forward to a game plan that
will ensure equity for all coaches.”
Dungy and Smith were mentioned
many times during the hearing,
with several people voicing
concern that Smith was the lowestpaid head coach in the NFL.
However, the Bears announced
Wednesday night that Smith had
signed a four-year contract extension
through the 2011 season. Financial
terms weren’t disclosed.

March 5-11 Is Multiple Sclerosis
Awareness Week
PINELLAS - March 5 - 11 is
Multiple Sclerosis Awareness Week.
The Pinellas County Health
Department joins individuals and
groups all over the U.S. in
promoting awareness of this disease
and the many treatment options
now available. Here is some
information about MS:
What is Multiple Sclerosis (MS)?

Multiple Sclerosis is a chronic,
unpredictable neurological disease
that affects the central nervous
system, or CNS. The CNS includes
the brain, the spinal cord and the
optic nerves, and it’s surrounded by
a fatty tissue called myelin that
protects the nerve fibers and helps
them conduct electrical impulses.
MS is not contagious and is not
directly inherited. Most people with
MS have a normal or near-normal
life expectancy, The majority of
people with MS do not become
severely disabled.
The good news is that there are
now FDA-approved medications
that “modify” or slow down the
underlying course of MS.

What does MS do?

Varied Types of MS

A person with MS loses myelin
in more than one, or multiple, areas.
The resulting scar tissue is called
sclerosis. Sometimes the nerve
fiber itself is damaged or broken.
When myelin is destroyed or
damaged, the nerves can’t conduct
electrical impulses to and from the
brain as well. This breakdown is
what produces the symptoms of
MS.

lust as symptoms are different
among individuals, so are the types
of multiple sclerosis. Each of these
types can be mild, moderate or
severe.
There are four recognized types
of multiple sclerosis, ranging from
those that cause periodic relapses or
attacks of symptoms that subsequently
“remit” or go away to types that
progressively worsen over time.
These types further demonstrate
why MS is such an unpredictable
disease that affects those living
with it in very different ways.

Symptoms of MS

The symptoms of MS are
unpredictable and various. Here are
a few of the more common
symptoms:
• Fatigue
• Difficulty in walking
• Vision problems
• Emotional changes
• Problems

with

memory,

attention, and problem-solving
• Bladder/bowel dysfunction
• Dizziness and vertigo

•Numbness/pain
• Sexual dysfunction

Facts about MS

•Approximately 400,000
Americans acknowledge having MS
• Every week about 200 people
are diagnosed.
• Every, hour, someone is newly
diagnosed with MS.
• More than 2.5 million people
worldwide
live
with
this
unpredictable disease.
• MS is the most common
neurological disease leading to
disability in young adults.

NAACP President Resigns
After 19 Months At Helm
By: ERIN TEXEIRA

NEW. YORK (AP) - NAACP
President Bruce S. Gordon is
quitting
the
civil
rights
organization, leaving after just 19
months at the helm, he, told The

A

Associated Press Sunday.
Gordon cited growing strain
with board members over the
group’s management style and
future operations.
; “I believe that any organization
that’s going to be effective will

only be effective if the board and
the CEO are aligned and I don’t
think we are aligned,” Gordon said.
He spoke by phone from Los
Angeles, where he had just
attended the taping of the NAACP
Image Awards.

Cherokees Vote On Tribal
Membership Of Their Freed Slaves

Black Cherokee Indian

By: MURRAY EVANS
TAHLEQUAH, OK (AP) Cherokee Nation citizenship was at
stake Saturday in an election to
determine whether descendants of
people the Cherokee once owned as
slaves should be counted as
members of the tribe.
An estimated 45,000 Cherokee
were registered to vote in the
election, with 30 polling places
opened
across
northeastern
Oklahoma.

The election resulted from a based Descendants of Freedmen of
petition drive aimed at limiting Five Civilized Tribes. “They make
citizenship to descendants of “by it sound like the tribe will be
blood” tribe members as listed on doomed if these people aren’t cast
the federal Dawes Commission’s out. They’re taking away the rights
rolls from more than 100 years ago. of people.”
That commission, set up by a
Tribal officials said the vote
Congress bent on breaking up was a matter of self-determination.
Indians’ collective lands and
“The importance of the vote
parceling them out to tribal citizens , today is that it gives the Cherokee
drew up two rolls, one listing people the opportunity to decide the
Cherokees by blood and the other citizenship of their nation,” tribal
listing freedmen, a roll of blacks spokesman Mike Miller said,
regardless of whether they had “There’s rhetoric on both sides of
Indian blood.
the issue, but it’s important that the
A “yes” vote on the amendment Cherokee people themselves decide.”
would remove descendants of freed The petition drive followed a
slaves estimated to be about 2,800 March 2006 ruling by the Cherokee
from the tribe’s membership. A Nation Supreme Court that said an 1866
“no” vote would allow them to treaty assured freedmen descendants
remain tribal citizens .
of tribal citizenship. Since then,
Some opponents of the ballot more
than
2,000
freedmen
question argued that attempts to descendants have enrolled as
remove freedmen from the tribe citizens of the tribe.
were motivated by racism.
Court challenges by freedmen
“I think there are some people descendants seeking to stop the
associated with this (ballot measure) election were denied, but a federal
who continue with the falsehood judge left open the possibility that
that freedmen were forced upon the the case could be refiled if
tribe and do not have Indian Cherokees voted to lift their
ancestry,” said Marilyn Vann, membership rights.
president of the Oklahoma City-

Anderson Students Get Sample Of
What Racial Segregation Was Like

WAITfNO

ANDERSON, Ind. (AP) - A
sign over one water fountain said
“Whites only.” Over the other one
the one no one used because the
water was warm was a sign saying
“Colored.”
Mississippi, in the 1960s? No
Anderson, Ind., in 2007.
Students at North Side Middle
School got a taste of simulated
racial segregation when they showed
up for school Wednesday, and they
didn’t like it.
“It’s bull,” said Jakob lohnson,
14, a seventh grader. “Black people
are the same as white.”
As part of the exercise for
Black History Month, students
randomly drew stickers that were

Gary Herman, a full-time substitute
teacher, gave students a sample of
what it was like to try to vote.
Students with white stickers had no
problem. But students wearing
black stickers had to guess how
many aluminum tabs Lierman had
ROOM
in a plastic 5 gallon jug.
No matter what they said, the
answer was wrong.
Seventh grader Sterling Newsom,
white or black, then spent an hour
13, sat in a segregated math class.
rotating among five sessions where
Teacher Rita Smith played the role
teachers, staff and parent volunteers
of a white teacher who separated
acted out social scenarios that
the class by the color of their
existed when segregation was legal.
stickers. When students with black
Every student took part. Students
stickers raised their hands, they
were to discuss the experience in
were ignored.
class throughout the remainder of
Newsom wore a black sticker.
the week.
He and others eventually gave up,
“We hope some will realize that
or their enthusiasm quickly dwindled.
people died for them to have the'
“This would be pretty bad day
rights they do today,” said Mike
in and day out,” Newsom said.
Thigpen, the in-school detention
“They treat you like you aren’t
supervisor who helped organize the
there. After a while, what’s the use?
event.
What are you going to get out of
“Some might realize they have
school? But back then, they didn’t
the opportunity to go to school and
have a choice.”
learn, and it wasn’t that long ago
that not eveiyone had that opportunity.”

Get A Jump Start On
Springing Forward
Daylight Saving Time Is Arriving Early (and Staying Longer)
Set Clocks One Hour Ahead on Sunday, March 11
Starting This Year, Daylight
Saving Time has been changed
from its traditional calendar dates
to a start three weeks earlier
Sunday, March 11 and a finish one
week later Sunday, November 4.
Daylight Saving Time is practiced
in order to gain an extra hour of
daylight during the early evening,
resulting in the conservation of
energy by substituting natural sunlight
for electrical lighting.
According to The Old Farmer’s
Almanac, Daylight Saving Time
first began in 1918 during World
War I to allow for more evening

light and save fuel for the war
effort. Since then, Daylight Saving
Time has been used on and off, with
different start and end dates.
Benjamin Franklin first suggested
the idea in 1784. It was later revived
in 1907, when William Willett
proposed a similar system in the
pamphlet The Waste of Daylight.
The Germans were the first to
officially adopt the light-extending
system in 1915, followed by the
British, and in 1918 the United
States, when Congress passed the
Standard Time Act, establishing our
time zones.

The Old Farmer’s Almanac is
one of several publications
published by Yankee Publishing of
Dublin, New Hampshire. The
Almanac family of products also
includes several themed calendars
for 2007, Folks who can’t find The
2007 Old Farmer’s Almanac where
books and magazines are sold can
order
individual
copies
or
subscriptions atAlmanac.com (where
you can also find articles on a
variety of Almanac topics, recipes,
trivia, and a unique home-page
personalization option) or by
calling 800-223-3166.
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Doretha Perry
Clayton

Connie L.
Fleming Fuller

Torey A.
Hull

Bom on December 9,
1939 in St. Petersburg, to
the late Jimmie and Ruthie
Perry, Doretha Perry
Clayton departed this life
on February 24,2007 ,
Those left to cherish
her memories include her
husband, Jimmy Clayton;
four sons, Willie Larry,
Anthony Larry, Michael
Larry and Daryle Larry,
all of St. Petersburg; three
daughters, Jacqueline Larry,
Darlene Larry and Teresa
Rhett, all of St. Petersburg;
three brothers, Alphonso
Perry, Herbert Perry, both
of St. Petersburg, and Rev.
Robert Perry of Boca
Raton, FL; four sisters,
Bessie Mae Wainwright,
Betty Jean Martin, Bernice
Cummings and Lorraine
Perry, all of St. Petersburg;
twelve
grandchildren,
twelve greatgrandchildren
and a host of other relatives
and friends.

Bom on June 14,
1943 in Cuthbert Georgia,
to the late Mose Fleming
and Maude Williams,
Connie L. Fleming Fuller
departed this life on
February 23,2007.
Those left to cherish
her memories include
two sons; Gerald Fuller,
Sr. (Monica) and Antonio
Fuller, Sr. (Carolyn),
both of St. Petersburg;
three daughters, Falicia
Fuller of Brooksville, FL,
Rosalyn Fuller (Alton)
of St, Petersburg and
Yolanda Nealy (Anthony)
of Jonesboro, GA; twentyfive grandchildren, seven
great grandchildren;
sister, Josephine Stovall
of Pittsburgh, PA; and a
host of cousins, nieces,
nephews, other loving
relatives and friends.

Born
in
St.
Petersburg to Ella and
George Hull Jr., Torey
A. Hull died Thursday,
March 1. He was an
11th grade student at
Boca Ciega High
School.
Survivors include:
his mother and father,
Ella and George Hull Jr.
both of St. Petersburg;
four brothers, Jerome
and Thomas Hull,
Carlton Roundtree and
Dion Thompkins all of
St. Petersburg; one
sister, Betty Ricks of Ft.
Gaines, Georgia.

Mattie Jean
Smith

~ Zion HiU Mortuary

~ Smith Funeral Home

Patricia Ann
Williams

Bom on May 17,1963
Born on August 8,
1955 in St. Petersburg, to in St. Petersburg, to Mattie
the late Mark and Pearlie Williams and the late Clayton
Hono, Mattie Jean Smith Williams, Sr., Patricia Ann
departed this life on Williams departed on
February 24,2007.
February 21, 2007.
Those left to cherish
Those left to cherish
her memories include her memories include a
one son, Jerome B. Smith, loving daughter, Natasha
Jr. of St. Petersburg; Williams of St. Petersburg;
one son, Larryel Williams of
two daughters, Geneva
St. Petersburg; one grandson,
Nichole Parker and
Antwan Hazley of St.
Cristal Nichole Gary,
Petersburg; her mother,
both of St. Petersburg;
Mattie Williams of St.
four sisters, Mary Smalls
Petersburg; three brothers,
(Ken), Brendolyn Cason,
Clayton Williams, Jr. of
Peggy Davis and Pearl
Gainesville, FL, Larry
Combs, all of St.
Williams of St. Petersburg,
Petersburg; companion,
and Colonel Harry Williams
Thomas Watkins of of Woodbridge, VA; four
St. Petersburg; four , sisters, Judith Williams,
grandchildren and a host Shirley Wilso, Angela
of nieces, nephews, other Williams, all of St.
relatives and loving Petersburg, and Melinda
friends.
Brown of Augusta, GA;
~ Smith Funeral Home
and a host of other
relatives and friends.
~ Creal Funeral Home

~ Smith Funeral Home

CALVARY

OH 3, -

CATHOLIC
CEMETERY

h Tftrtuary

Burial Spaces

$890
Owner Dwayne E. Matt

“A Piece of Miqd, at tlje Tiipe of Need”

and Immaculate Matt
and family

Complete Funeral
& Burial Included

Prc-nced
Interest-free
financing
available

Includes: Removal, Embalming, Funeral Car, Hearse, Casket,
Vault, Obituary, Burial Space with Opening & Closing,
Casket Spray, Funeral Notice and On-Line Guest Book

11801-U.S. 19 N.

“Service Is tl)e SouI’s Higfrest Calling”

Clearwater, FL

Call: Dwayne E. Matt, LTD.
(727) 328-0466

£0 SMITH cs

Prince and Edna Matt

727-572-4355
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727-894-22661 Fax 821-8728
153418th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Wish there was more we could do.

i

To help ease the pain and sorrow,

i

i
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We know you are now going thru.

1

Time will heal the sorrow.

Loving memories you will always share.
Our hearts are going out to you today.

1

We want you to know ~ we care.

1
With Love,

1

The Weekly Challenger
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Black Deputy Sheriff
Shot In 1965, Dead At 84;
FBI Reopening Case
FRANKLINTON, LA (AP) - David
Creed Rogers, one of two black men
shot by a sniper after being hired as
deputies in southern Louisiana four
decades ago, has died at age 84.
In 1964, Rogers and O’Neal Moore
were the first black deputies hired by the
sheriffs department and the first black
law enforcement officers in Washington
Parish, which is north of New Orleans.
Both were shot in the town of
Varnado on the night of June 2, 1965, a
year after they were hired. At the time,
the Ku Klux Kian was said to be
operating in the parish and racial
tensions were high.
Rogers’ death on Monday at Good
Samaritan Nursing Home came days
after the FBI said it was chasing new
leads in the shooting that left him blind
in one eye and killed Moore. The cause
of Rogers’ death was not [released.
Rogers said in an interview later that
the two deputies noticed they were being
trailed by a pickup truck with a
Confederate flag emblem on its front
bumper. When they crossed some
railroad tracks on the way to Moore's
home, the pickup pulled closer to the
patrol car and a gunman in the truck bed
opened fire. Moore was killed instantly;

arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

Rogers lost an eye in the shooting.
In a 1998 interview, Rogers said he
had not forgotten the night of the attack.
“The older I get, the more it gets to me.”
Rogers remained with the sheriff’s
department until 1988, retiring as a
captain. Just hours after the shooting,
two suspects were arrested in Tylertown,
Mississippi, but no charges were filed by
the prosecuting attorney due to a lack of
evidence.
Last week, the FBI announced it had
new leads in the case and had reopened
it. It had previously been reopened in
1990 and again in 2001. The prime
suspect died in 2003.
“We have some very hot leads on
this case,” Jim Bemazzafli, special agent
in charge of the FBI in New Orleans,
said. On its Louisiana Web site, the FBI
is offering a $20,000 (eurol5,194.10)
reward for information leading to the
indictment, arrest, and conviction of
anyone responsible for the shootings.
Creed’s is one of dozens of cold
cases involving slayings suspected of
being racially motivated in the South
during the 1950s and '60s that the FBI
Said it is reopening or considering
reopening.

MORNING GLORY FUNERAL
CHAPEL OF ST. PETERSBURG
BSfk

Free Caskets for Veterans
and Families
Affordable and
Compassionate
24 hour service

3301 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg
(727) 323-8132

Lisa M. Speights
LED and Owner

Financing Available

Creal Funeral
Home
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

1950
State Approved Pre-Funeral

“Upholding a tradition of service from ourfamily to yours”
Helping families to honor their loved ones in a truly personal way

You have our deepest sympathy.

.

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the

Affordable Services with Dignity...
Anchored in Integrity...

i
1

!

“It’s all taken care of’

FUNERAL HOME & CREMATION SERVICE

has established us, as a leader In the funeral Industury.
Consider us first for all of your funeral Arrangements.
Standard and Premier Funeral Packages
personalized to your family needs.

1

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg/Florida 33705
(727)

Arrangement Plan
Burial Service • Funeral Service

Cremation Service • Shipping Service

895-6005
Robert Creal, Sr., LFD
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RELIGIOUS NEWS
CHURCH EVENTS LISTING
ST. MARK MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH NEWS

FRIENDSHIP MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

MT. ZION A.M.E.
CHURCH

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church under the
leadership of its dynamic spirited man of God, the
Reverend Brian Kenneth Brown, its official Staff of
Deacons and Trustees, and the entire congregation of
St. Mark, extend to the community at large its wishes
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives, St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its central theme a belief
that we are a haven of hope, help, and healing for a
world hungering for, and thirsting after the enlightened
Word of God. At St. Mark, we are Christians willing to
work and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.

“THE SHIP”... ...SERVING AND SAVING, HELPING
AND HEALING, INSPIRING AND INSTRUCTING,
PRAYING AND PRAISING

Mount Up At Mt. Zion
“If God is for us, who can be against us?”

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”

St. Mark offers...

Women’s Bible Study @ 9:30 a.m.
Please join us for a. continental
breakfast; Bible Study and small
group discussions relevant to each age
group. Current study is about “Sarah:
Facing Life’s Uncertainties”.
March 11
Initial Sermon of Brother Demetrius
Perkins @4:00 p.m.
Church Outing to Greater St. Paul M.B.C.
March 14
for their Church Anniversary at 7:30 pm.
Male Chorus 2nd Annual “Men in
March 18
Harmony” Concert @ 4:00 p.m. Come
out and help us make “a joyful noise
unto the Lord.”
March 18
Astro Skate to top Gospel Hits from
6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. featuring DJ
Michael Walker
March 19-23 Progressive M&E Baptist State
Convention in Lakeland, Florida.
March 10

Sunday School

Is held for both children and adults of all ages.
Sunday School starts each Sunday morning at 9:30 a.m.
All are invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union

Is each Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members and the
general public are invited to come out and study the
Bible with us and learn “What Baptist Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry Meetings

Are held every Monday at 6:00 p.m. Children in
the community are welcomed to join us.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting

is held every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power

PASTOR DR. JOHN A. E VANS, SR.

Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., whom God has appointed
and anointed , as Shepherd of Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church, and the entire church family cordially
invite you to join us this week as we journey into a
spirit-filled worship experience.
God’s anointed servant, Dr. Evans, one who walks
in the spirit and leads in the spirit in accordance with
God’s word, will deliver the 7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
message.
The Friendship Church Family welcomes each of
you to worship with us this Sunday. We hail your
coming with delight, with open arms, and hearts filled
with joy. We invite you to tabernacle with us as we lift
up the name of Jesus. We extend an open invitation to
all who enter our hallowed doors.
Our theme for 2007 : “One Lord, One Faith, One
Baptism, One church.
Early morning service begins at 7:45 a.m., church
school at 9:30 a.m. and mid-morning service begins at
10:45 a.m. The Friendship family welcomes each of
you as the SHIP moves forward in the year 2007. We
move forward in the precious name of Jesus with the
vision given by God to our Pastor Dr. John A. Evans,
Sr. There is room for all who enter.
The Deacons of the Ship are in charge of the
devotional period during the 7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m.
worship services. The Male Chorus under the direction
of our minister of music Bro. John Frazier, will sing
songs to glorify our Father in heaven. The hospitality
and usher’s ministry will greet each of you with a
heartfelt welcome. Come and be renewed in the spirit
of Christ.
Our Youth Ministry will sponsor “Feed the
Children,” coming March 31, 2007 at 11:00 a.m.
Come and be a part of this great effort to help those
who are less fortunate.
A truckload of food to feed hundreds of children
will be on the premises at Friendship. What a mighty
God we serve. God has given Friendship a vision to
reach beyond the walls. Our very own First Lady, Sis.
Teresa Evans is the director of “Feed the Children”.
For more information, call the church at (727) 9068300. God has a blessing for you on March 31,2007.
Join us for Bible Study every Wednesday at 12:00
noon and each Wednesday evening at 7:00 p.m., as we
become disciples through Bible Study.
Wednesday night services are held the first
Wednesday of each month. Come and be blessed.

Bible Study is held every Thursday at 9:30 a.m.

Romans 8:31
Zion, The Lord God has done it again. Last week
we received a double portion of the anointing. We were
stirred up and spiritually blessed by our quest.
Evangelist, Rev. Terrance Gray of Orlando, Florida.
Our hearts did bum from the preaching of the Word
and those songs of old. Rev. Gray reminded the church
that we must “Check Ourselves, Hang in there and in
doing so we would rise shine and give God the glory.”
Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church family under the
leadership of Pastor Clarence A. Williams welcomes
your presence this Sunday for Worship Services. As we
continue in this Lenten season we pray that we remain
mindful of the ultimate sacrifice Christ made for all.
He gave his Life! Join us as we endeavor to do God’s
will, God’s way. Zion is celebrating “Companion
Month”. We would love to have our neighbors and
friends join us. Bring someone to church and share the
Love of Christ within you. Out doors are always open
and everyone is welcome.
Our early morning worship begins at 7:30 a.m.,
followed by Church School at 9:30 a.m., join us as we
share one with another, including our 11:00 a.m..
Contemporary Worship Service. The Inspirational
Choir will bless your soul in song throughout the day.
Join us for a hallelujah good time in the Lord. Come
expecting a blessing as Pastor Williams preaches the
Good News of Christ to one and all.
Weekly ministries:

Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at 11:00.
Effectual, fervent prayers of the righteous availeth
much. Come let’s praise God together.
UPCOMING EVENTS

March 11,.......... . . .............. .New Members Luncheon
(Immediately following 10:30 Service)

March 16 -17........ .Holy Land Experience (Youth)
March 17...... .

Ronald McDonald House (Mission)

Wednesday

March 19-21............. ............
SPRING REVIVAL
(Rev. Dr. Paul Henry - Orlando, Florida - Guest Revivalist)

Vintage Bible Study, 11:00 a.m., come enjoy the
Word and lunch.
Bible Study, 6:00 pm., collectively we learn more of
God.
Hour of Power, 7:OQ p.m., come as you are for a
powerful hour of Song, prayer, praise and preaching.
Upcoming Events:

March 10th .. .Women’s Missionary Society “Hats
with Attitude Tea, 3:00 p.m.
March 11th .. .Male Chorus singing in Sebring

March 31.......................................

NEW PHILADELPHIA
COMMUNITY CHURCH
“Women’s History Observance
.. . Do You Know Who I Am?”

March 18th .. .Macedonia Baptist Church, Bartow
Florida, 4:00 p.m.

CLEARVIEW UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH

Thought for the week: “Salvation is what we
receive, not what we achieve”

Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

TENT REVIVAL
Friday, March 30,2007 - Sunday, March 31,2007

Adult intermediate computer classes began on
Saturday February 24,2007. Beginners’ classes will be
taught starting Thursday, March 1 at 11:00 a.m. The
lab is available for St. Mark members as well as for
members of the community. We invite you to come
learn basic information about how to use a computer
and how to use Word or Excel software to complete
letters,.reports or projects:

6:30 pan.
The west field at 4515 38th Ave. N.
. St. Petersburg, FL

For More Info please call (727) 522-4673

Mon - Fri 9:00 aan. - noon.
*Special activities Sat. March 31st
Cook out and Bounce House

5:30 pan. - 7:30 pan.*

UNION MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH

(greater Nt. Paul HjE-C.
P.a.Cl^C. William, Pasto,
VJe are hoitina ou.r

77th Ch arch ~y4nniueriartf

Yflarch 12th thra 16th and 18th
Service nightly itarting @ 7:30 p .m.

Word Of Faith Outreach Church
. 1498 Rosery Rd, Largo, FL
(Corner of Rosery and Highland)

cordia/Hy invite each and everyone
No

come oat and heip ai

(Siehrate this areat

occasion.

BETHEL
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
CHURCH NEWS
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church in “Lifting
Psalms to the Most High God of Heaven throughout
2007” extends an invitation to the community to join
us as we communicate God’s Word at 10:00 a.m.
service on Sunday, Sunday School at 9:00 a.m. and
Bible Study and Teen Summit on Wednesday evening,
at 7:00 p.m. We also encourage the community to
make use of our Prayer Line. (321-9645)
Die Christian Education Ministry’s second session
of the Wellness Series, Discipleship, meets every
Thursday at 7:00 pm. Reverend Joseph Harvey is the
facilitator for this 8-week class.
The Youth Ministry of Bethel will host their 2nd
Annual “Praises through Expressions” Concert on
Sunday, March 11th at 4:00 pm. We are inviting you to
join us again as we lift up praises through expression.
The Missionary Ministry is preparing for their
Evening in White, Sunday March 18th at 4:00 p.m.
The theme is, “Giving the Lord Control of My Life
through My Commitment.” The speaker for this
momentous occasion is Deacoft Jerome Smith. We
invite the community to join us and celebrate the
lifting of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

District Meetings

“We don’t worship God to gain His benefits:
We already have them.”

March 12th .. .F.A.S.T. Rally/ Pasadena Community
United Methodist Church 227-7th
Street South / 7:00 p.m.

Mount Zion is on the move; get on board as we Mount
up at Mount Zion!

St. Mark Technology Lab:

Apply today by calling Pastor McPherson
727-585-7219 or 727-520-217

Bible Study (Adult and Youth) will be held on
Wednesday evening at .7:00. Join us in learning more
about our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.

Mentoring Workshop (Deaconess/Mothers)

St. Mark Jutoring Ministry:

ORGANIST NEEDED

MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

(Prayer, Understanding & Spiritual Healing)

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by Zion for a
day of ministry.

www.fmbctheship.org
for all other church news and events.

every Thursday evening at 7:00 p.m.

Gospel Minister, Grady Davis, Jr., former “Gospel
Giant’ of WRXB Radio, will be guest speaker at the
Union Missionary Baptist Church. His congregation
from Emmanuel Baptist Church, Bradenton, Florida
will join us for the service. The Adult Usher Board of
Union invites the public to worship with us on Sunday
March 11, 2007 at 3:00 p.m. Union is located at 1100
49th Street South, St. Petersburg. Rev. Jerry B.
Alexander, Sr. is the pastor.

Die New Hope family invites you to worship with
us on Sunday morning. Qur worship experience begins
with early, morning worship at 7:45. Sunday School
begins at 9:00 with classes available for all ages!
Come help us lift up the name of Jesus !
Worship continues at 10:30 with the New Hope
Male Chorus leading the congregation in praise. The
Music team consists of Michael McKenny, Vemard
McKenny, Marcus Childs, and Corey Givens. The
Bread of Life will be served by our Esteemed Pastor,
Reverend Carlos L. Senior. We will be delighted to
have you worship with us!

You may visit our website at

Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

Free tutoring is available for all school age
children (during the school’ year) each Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday from 4:15 p m. to 6:00 p.m.
at St. Mark under the direction of Sis. Rhonda Jackson.
Volunteers are both needed and welcomed.

Reverend Carlos L. Senior, Pastor

Reverend Dr. Vikki T.
Gaskin-Butler
A spiritual excursion
in self perceptivity from a
woman’s viewpoint was
theologically elucidated
during the morning sendee.
A proclainationally relevant
message for Lenten season
was offered on Sunday by
the Reverend Dr. Vikki T.
Gaskin-Butler. She
scripturally exegeted the
Biblical “I Am’s” from a
personal and introspective
standpoint. It is in God’s
revelation of Himself to
man and woman which
enables believers to see the
“light in our souls ”

Rev. Butler encouraged
all believers to use their God
given “gift” of spiritual
intuitiveness in relating to
the “I Am” in God. When
one can see value of “self
love” an appreciation of
God’s goodness to self and
others will automatically
follow. The end result is
the joy of “understanding
who I am” in light of God’s
revelation of Himself
individually and intuitively
to man and woman through
this “Divine Hotline.”
Christian awards are
extended to the church
family for a job well done
in “T-shirt” project. To
date, 80 members have
ordered and paid for
church T-shirts. Deadline
for orders is Sunday,
March 11 in order to have
shirts by April. Contact
Mildred Ellison, Sheila
Crum, or Leola Norfleet.

The Hope of Glory UMG is looking for
Spirit-filled Musicians
(Keyboardist, drummer & base player)!

We are a young and growing church with
many ministries and programs. If you are
interested in one of these positions and
would like to help us lift up the name of
JESUS in music and song, we welcome you to
come and grow with us.

For more information please contact
Pastor David Allen Jr.
at: (727) 867-1900 or
email us at:
Hopeofglory aa @ verizon .net
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New Scripture Added to the Bible “Let the Women Preach”
church into the pulpit. However, there are
bold women among us who have honored
their pulpit calling; yet they are often met
with less than enthusiastic saints & non
believers armed with 1001 reasons why
women preachers are somehow less
effective than their male counterparts.
On February 21, 2007, First Family
Films in association with Vision Gospel
Inc. will release EVERY SOLDIER
COUNTS, a compelling documentary film
that will examine the controversial topic of
Christian women leaders Do Women Have
the Right to Preach? Executive producers,

Los Angeles, CA
(BlackNews.com) Women continue to be
the
backbone
of
almost every church
across this nation
serving in various
capacities from the
pew to the pulpit.
While there is no shortage of women ready
to serve in the traditional roles of cooking,
cleaning & communion preparation, the
opportunities dramatically decrease as the
roles advance a few steps to the front of the

Grammy Award winner A.R. Johnson along
with Jennifer Sparger conducted research;
for this project over a two year period. The
finished product exceeds even their
expectations. In this powerful documentary
you will meet more than 40 anointed
women preachers across denominational
lines, and be provoked by others who
oppose them. So do women have the right
to preach? You decide! Some use the words
of Apostle Paul and say no ! Others hear the
call of God and say yes! No matter where
you stand on the issue, you can’t afford to
sit on itHear from Rev. Dr. Cynthia L. Hale,

Dr. Betty Price, Co-Pastor Susie Owens,
Rev. Dr. Elaine Flake, Dr. Suzan
Johnson-Cook, Pastor Darlene Bishop,
Bishop Millicent Hunter, Dr. Wanda Davis
Turner, Dr. N. Cindy Trimm, Bishop
Ernestine Reems-Dickerson and Pastor
Paula White, just to name a few.... as they
share their life changing testimonies and
ministry
experiences
along
with
expressions of opposition from those who
wish to stop this powerful movement of
Women In Ministry. Witness candid
opinions on key topics such as: The Call to
Ministry, The Importance of Christian

SailH John Primitive Baptist CI>urcIj

Greater Gt. Paul Missionary
Baptist Church

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior ,Pastor

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

955, - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Rev. Clyde Williams

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

We welcome you at all times.

912 3rd Avenue

Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study

Breakfast Ministry................. .Sunday 8:00 am.

Sunday Worship*
10:30 am.

Church School .............................................. 9:00 am.
Morning Worship..,...,....................10:30 am.
Bible Study.......................... Tuesday 7:00 pm.
Youth Church ............... Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.

Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.

Visit our website: www.houseofgotftampa.com

Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor
Mondays - 7:30 p.m.

i(except Wednesdays)

Praise & Worship Joy Night

Sqbbath Evening 1:30 p.m.

Sabbath School
Praise & Worship Service'

Sunday Available for Service

Church: 813-248-1907

Pastor Johnny L. Williams, Jr.

3403 N. 34th Street

1

hi

!

-

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more

Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911,

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church’

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

Tampa, FL 33605

—

WALKING IN The PROMISeO VISION
1
lA

5®

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

I

SV

Rev. Norris L.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting .......... . .7:00 p.m.

(727) 374-1 864
Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

Life Changing Ministries
of the World
900 Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Street South

4016 - 12th Avenue South
St, Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-8574

www.abundant-harvest.org

WaCking ‘In

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

CTfte

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Feed The Homeless
2:00 p.m.

Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Log on:
www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to book your travel engagements)

‘PromisecC Vision”

First Baptist
Institutional Church

St. Petersburg; FL 33701-4705

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

727-278-6868 • lcmow04@yahoo.com

8 a.m., io a.m.,'5y.m.
9:10 a.m. - Righteous Ray
Schedule of Services

Monday
7100 y.m. - Coryorate Trayer

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

Sunday

Christian Education ......
Worship Service .........
Young People’s Union ....
Evening Service
............

Monday, “Wednesday,
Saturday -fSSA
6:00 a.m. -Coryorate Trayer
'Wednesday Rih he Study
12 noon, r:30y.m.

Thursday
7:00y.m. - Music & the. ftrts

W o r s hip Center

**

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

“Come Take Dominion Over Your Life Now”

Sunday Worshiy Services

fAhundam^rvest

Morning Worship .......................................... ............... i .11:00 aan.

Dominion Worship Ministries
Come Worship with us...

rffib

Sunday School ......... ....................................................... . .9:30 a.m.

Friday Prayer Meeting.............. ...................... ...... . .11:00 a,m.

Martin, Sr. - Pastor

Iuk.. -

IP

Early Morning Worship ............ .... ............................. . .7:30 aan.

i

Reverend & Mrs.
Jimmie B. Keel

information about the other services and ministries at Victory

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

feu

North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Bethel1894@knology.net

Schedule of Services

9.11 first-time visitors will receive a complimentary
DVD of our weelty salMatH service.

'

7:00 p.m.

(727) 822-2089

www.victorychristiancenterchurch.org

The House of God

BISHOP JOHNNY WILLIAMS and
wife, LADY CALQUETTA WILLIAMS

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911

Looking for
a good church with a Pentecostal atmosphere
Well, Come to the House of God.

Sabbath Morning 10:30-a.m.

Early Morning
8:00 a.m.
Church School
9:45 a.m. ■
Mid-Morning
11:00 a.m.
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study
Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Victory Christian Center Church

Are you a

Sabbath Every Friday 7:30 p.m.

Scheduled Services:

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

Sabbath Observer?

Daughters of Zion Women's Ministry -

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727). 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Sunday School .......... ...................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship .... 6 p,m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

www.mzprogressive.org

Education, Prayer, Fasting and Balancing
Family Life & Ministry. Gain new insights
into their lives and hear REAL stores about
REAL issues in the ministry. Knowing that
it would either take an act of congress or an
official call from on high to add new
scriptures to the bible before they are fully
accepted; these anointed women are far to
gifted to wait for that to occur. Instead they
deliver a long awaited empowering
message declaring that in the battle of
saving souis Every Soldier Counts
regardless of gender.

.10:30 a.m.
.11:30 a.m.
.6:00 p.m.
.7:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Bible Study

Pastor & Lady Doyle P. Scott, Sr.
Partners in Ministry

John 10:10b "He came that they might have life and have it more

.......... 7:30 p.m.

“Son ofMan, I Make Thee a Watchman”

Ezekiel 3:17

Apostle/Prophet:
Michael D. Long

’ Prophetess:

ITew HQ. Olive 'Primitive baptist Church
'(Elder feeeph tf.

Paster

“& Peculiar People Persuaded to Perform 75i» Purpose”

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone:(727)327-9904 . Fax: (727)322-0409

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Evelyn R. Long

Rev. Wayne G.
Thompson', Pastor

Church School - 9:30 AM • Morning Worship -11:00 AM
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & BibleStndy - 7:00PM

Fresh Anointing Cathedral Church of God A Outreach Ministries Inc.

4905 34th Street South, #258, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

ABUNDANTLY

ABUNDANT LIFE DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.
e,
1917 BARCELONA WAY SO.
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33712
(727) 867-2804

Church Number:
Prayer Line:
Fax Number:

727-497-9655
727-497-9656
727-864 2229

PLACE
YOUR CHURCH
AD TODAY!

(Services To Begin April 1,2007)

Sunday - Worship & Fellowship Services
10:30 a.m.
Tuesday - Health, Nutrition & Exercise
7:00 p.m.
Thursday - Bible Study Youth & Adults
6:30 p.m.

Location:

Childs Park Recreation Center (Multi-Purpose Room)
4301 13th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday 11:00 a.m - Morning Services

Worshipping at: Boyd Hill Environmental Studies

2900 31st St. So.

Tuesday: 6:00 p.m. - Bible Study
Archbishop Romondo
L. Montgomery, D.D.

Friday: 6:00 p.m. - Evangelistic Deliverance Service

“Where our future is greater than our past’

A

i
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BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240

MiChurssicohnary Baptist

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Friendship

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: mchurchl@tampabay.rr.com
Website: www.greatenntzioname.org

3300 31st Street South

E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday Worship Service
Sunday School

Early Morning Worship .................................... 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ......................... ........................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
.................................... 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study .................. .................... 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday
Vintage Bible Study ................ .. .11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Prayer Service......... ............................... .. .6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Service ......................... .................. ,7:00 p.m.
All Male Bible Study, Thursday .....................6:30 p.m.

Dr. John A. Evans,

Pastor

10:00 a.m.

Sunday.................7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship

9:00 a.m.

B7

Sunday School..........................................9:30 A.M.

Teen Summit (Wednesday)

7:00 pm.

Wednesday...............Noonday Bible Study and

Bible Study (Wednesday)

7:00 p m.

Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study

Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Thursday...................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 am.JTape Ministry • Bus Ministry

“God’s House In The City”

"Serving and Saving," "Helping and Healing,"
"Inspiring and Instructing," "Praying and Praising."

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Pentecostal Teipple Cljurcli of God ip Christ
(727) 894-6764 • (727) 865-1520

9:00 a.m.

Sunday

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Elder William
E. Anderson,
Pastor

St. Petersburg, FL

11:00 a.m.

Home: 896-8006

Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Intercessory Prayer

Saturday

5:45 a.m.

“?l church working togetherfor the uy budding of (god’s kingdom”

207
10t
h
St
r
e
et
Nort
h
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

10th Street Church Of God
(727) 898-9407

820 20th Street South

9:30 a.m.

Prayer & Bible Study

“The church with a heart in the heart of the city”

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

2230 - 22nd Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Morning Glory

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Sunday School............................................9:30 ajn.
Bro. Robert Smith

Morning Worship................... ............. ......... 11:00 ajn.

Wednesday Night Bible Study .................7:30 pan.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

Monday Evening Bible Class............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. .7:00 p.m.

Queen Street

The church where what God’s word teaches is practiced!

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Church Of God In Christ

(727) 321-6631

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-4356

• www.stmarkch.org

Schedule of Services
Church School............. ........................... .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..................................... 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ............. .............. 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Elder A.P Conage, Pastor
8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service „,,
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

Wednesday Evening Prayer......................6:30 pan.

Sunday Morning Bible Class .............9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......... .. .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday .......7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .................5:00 p.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

Rev. Brian K. Brown

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

“Creating a /Haven of /Hope, H!e(f, and /Heating for Christ”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
(727) 896-5228

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

HgOfc joI

Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

q

B '
c

J

Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.

Services

Sunday

Wednesday
Thursday

3931 Central Avenue
St Petersburg Florida 33713
.,„i-.^W7>321-898»

Wisdom School 9:50 A.M. • Morning Worship 10:30 A.M.
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 P.M. (Wed.)

Sbenezernteeg@yahoe.com

f&r www.ebenezerntcog.org £4
SUNDAY

The Reverend Aaron V. Gaskin............ .......................... .. ............. Associate Pastor
Finance Ministry...................................... .................... .................... .. . . James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry ...................... .. ........................................... Joyce Robinson

Wyvonnia McGee

Sunday School
Divine Worship

10:00 aan.
§fll:15 aan.

Church School:

Discover HOPE
at

Hope of Glory Church
“Where God’s Love Is Radiated and Christ Is Elevated!"
David Allen Jr., Pastor

.10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.

Morning Worship Service: .............10:30 a.m.
Bible Study each Tuesday:

..................... ..

Van service is available by calling:

.6:30 p.m.

(727) 327-0015

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 - 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Monday thru Thursday
9:00 a an. - 5:00 p jn.

7:00 jug#

SATURDAY

.9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Praise and Worship:.................. 10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.

School of Leaders
7:00 pan.
FRIDAY 9

Harvest Crusade

..................

Devotion:.......................... ..

Evening Service
6:00 pan.
wednesdaB

Youth Nite

Prayer Service - 7:30 pan.
Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pan.

The Rock of Jesus Missionary Baptist Church

“Winning Souls and Making Disciples”

P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

“A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People*

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 p Jn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 aan.

Tuesday

Ebenezer New Testament
Church of God

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

Pinellas Community Church is a culturally

(727) 321-0670

& Worship Service...... 10:30 am,

“One Body, One Spirit, One Hope”

JpjtlaMpIjia: (Eammnmig

5501 31st Street South
St. Petersburg
(727) 866-1184

Saint Petersburg, FL 33711

IPraver Mecting/Bible Study).. 7:00 pm.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

*£ Pinellas
SUM - -

1137 37th Street South

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Communion is Qbserved every first Sunday

Clerk Ministry........................ .............. ................ .. ................ ..

Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor

1 Wednesday Services:

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

Got in Christ

of

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

1 Sunday Services:
1 Church School.................... 9:00 am.

Office (727) 895-4900 * Fax (727) 895-4990

i\

TewfR Church

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

/W
F
uz
IV

PRflYCR

.
7;Q0 pan.

THE NEW LATTER DAY
DELIVERANCE MINISTRIES, INC.

The Old Landmark Cathedral
Church Of God In Christ

3900 5th AVENUE NORTH

Superintendent Mitchell L. Bryant, Pastor
4201 - 8th Street South

ST. PETERSBURG, FL
PHONE: (727) 642-9839

Phone: 727/898-8818 • Fax: 727/802-8843

diverse church working to build a community

WORSHIP SERVICES:

of real people making a difference.

TUESDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - BIBLE STUDY

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

“Grace and Peace Be Unto You from the Old Landmark Church Family"

Schedule of Services

FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7:30 p.m. - PRAISE & WORSHIP

Service Times: Sunday 9:30 am. & 11:15 am.

SUNDAY SCHOOL @ 10:00 a.m.
SUNDAY WORSHIP CELEBRATION @ 11:30 a.m.

■ nursery & children’s ministries at all services
■ casual, contemporary, relevant

www.PinellasChurch.org

_____________

\,1

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship - 11 a.m.

p^eU-S^s

Wednesday Night Bible Study - 7:30 p.m

'

Sundays @ 10:30am

.Worshipping at: 5995 M.L. King, Jr. Street South
(On the campus of Lakewood United Methodist Church)

For more information contact the church office at: 727-867-1900

Si

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Word of God Broadcast
Watch Pastor Thompson
Sunday Night 7:30 p.m. Brighthouse
Channel 95

Supt. Mitchell L. Bryant and
Lady Danita B. Bryant

Noon Day Prayer - Daily at 12 noon

“A Church of Ordinary People Serving
an Extraordinary God!”
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Badcock
—

Dole Salad Blends.....

....SFREE

13 □

Boneless New York Strip Steak

Key Lime Pie......... ...........

Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice, Beef Loin,
Any Size Package (Maverick Ranch Boneless New York Strip Steak... lb 9.49)

6.79

Publix Original Recipe, Key Lime Juice and Sweetened Condensed

Milk in a Graham Cracker Crust, From the Publix Bakery, 34-:Oz size

SAVE UP TO 3,00 LB

SAVEUPTO.70

■to,..
ft-

'4MT. ■?■■ ■■■■

L' iXiwBMl

•

. ■ i

Boar's Head®
Top Round
Corned Beef..................
Sliced Fresh in the Publix Deli!

SAVE UP TO 40 LB

© OO

12-Pack
Coors Light Beer.
Farm-Raised,
Previously Frozen,
31 to 35 per Pound

,

y

General Mills
but oNErpcc
Cereal.............. get onstkcc
Cheerios, Honey Nut Cheerios,
Lucky Charms, Cinnamon Toast Crunch,
Cookie Crisp, Reese's, or Golden Grahams,
18 to 20.25-oz box (Limit two deals on

Or Coors Original,
12-oz can or bot,

SAVE UP TO ,70 '

SAVE UP TO 3.00 LB

selected advertised varieties.)

Publix Deli proudly features a
full line of Boar's Head® products.

SAVE UP TO 4.99

18

IS •sifiil

Prices effective Thursday, March 8 through Wednesday, March 14, 2007.
Only in the. Following Counties: Hillsborough, Pinellas, Pasco, Lake, Hernando, Citrus, Sumter,
Polk, Highlands and Osceola. Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity Rights Reserved.

www.publix.com/ads

k

